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EFFECTS OF TRAINING ON MEASURES OF PRODUCTIVITY:
A META-ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS OF FORTY-EIGHT
EXPERIMENTS
Alice Susan Leddick, Ed.D.
Western Michigan University, 1987
The objective of this study was to determine the
effects of training on three employee productivity
measures:

output, withdrawal, and disruption.

A meta-analysis of forty-eight field experiments
published in the United States between 1971 and 1981,
inclusive, was conducted to explore differences in
training effectiveness associated with eight substantive
training variables (five design variables and three
contextual variables) and two study design variables.
Across all studies, training programs contributed to
overall improvement of experimental groups over control
groups of 0.67 standard deviation.

Training

interventions were most successful applied to disruption;
however, a shortage of data cast doubt on the reliability
of this finding.

Mean effect size for the output

criterion was a near-match for the overall mean effect
size; mean effect size for withdrawal was a tenth of a
standard deviation less.
The training design parameters of information
processing method, knowledge objective, external trainer.
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executive training content, and line manager involvement
in design were associated with strongest effect sizes in
the subject studies.

Contextual variables associated

with strongest effect sizes included small (fewer than
100 employees) organizations, private for-profit
organizations, and managers as the training recipients.
In all cases, consistency of measures did not necessarily
follow strength.

Strongest mean effects were associated

with the design variables of longer elapsed time between
training end and criterion measurement and comparison
groups receiving other training.

Missing data in the

original reports substantially reduced the number of
effect sizes available for analysis.
Training was shown to have been a useful
intervention in productivity improvement efforts, more
successfully applied to certain criteria than others.
Further research was recommended to give further guidance
to training professionals.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
According to many observers of
of the

most pressing

working America, one

problems of

human performance

in

American business and industrial organizations is produc
tivity.

Productivity growth is important to profitabili

ty and,

ultimately, survival

of

they compete in a world market
quently, improving
considerable

American companies

(Kendrick, 1984).

productivity has

interest

among

behavioral scientists.

Some

concerning productivity were
1978, alone (Brand

become an

as

Conse
issue of

practicing

managers

1200

and

articles

published between

1976 and

books

& Belitsky, 1980).

and

Although diverse

methods for improving productivity exist, one of the most
common is training and instruction
Katzell,

Bienstock,

&

(Guzzo & Bondy, 1983;

Faerstein,

1977).

This

dissertation is an exploration of the effects of training
in 48 productivity

improvement experiments

America between 1971 and
the study

is

variables

and

a

1981, inclusive.

meta-analysis
organization

published in
Specifically,

of effects
contingencies

of

training
on

three

composite productivity criteria or outcomes.
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Need for the Study
Field study findings are important sources of infor
mation on the effects of training and other interventions
for improving productivity.
however, is

needed

derived to

guide practice.

called for

further

Although

the

meaning

study

are to

(1982), for
and analysis

improvement.

of case

of

He noted

contains

productivity

be

example,
field

the per

findings accumulated

literature

superficially linking

of

Bass

compilation

studies in productivity
suasive power

Synthesis of these findings,

if patterns

many

over

articles

and training,

there

exists no systematic and thorough analysis of training as
planned intervention

in

productivity

improvement

grams.

surprising given

the results

This

gap is

Conference Board
The Conference

study
Board

(cited
reported

in Delamontagne,
that 83%

companies with a human productivity
to the training

sionals would be actively

responding

One would,

and development profes

engaged in study of

training and

of a
1984).

function assigned it

and development department.

therefore, presume that training

tionship between

of

pro

the rela

human productivity.

In

stead, efforts seem to be piecemeal and unconnected, with
little

attempt

to

synthesize

existing

information.

Despite the movement for more evaluation of demonstrable
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results o£ training In
lective

findings

all types of

across

the

organizations, col

spectrum

of

training

programs, settings, and approaches are minimal. Goldstein
and Buxton (1982) summarized the situation:
Training programs are expected to
benefit
productivity directly as measured by a large
number of criteria
(e.g., increased work
quantity and quality, and reduced turnover,
absenteeism, and accidents). Whereas training
programs are a potentially powerful technique
that can achieve positive results, few programs
are designed appropriately so that positive
benefits are likely to accrue, and even fewer
are evaluated
to determine
whether
they
achieved specified
goals
and
objectives.
Instead, the choice of procedures and design of
programs are based upon which new technique
happens to be the latest fad. (p. 173)
What, for
program content

instance,
or

are

training

results in field experiments?
workers
training?

have

successfully

Are there common

the apparent
technique on

If so, how

petformance

after

characteristics of ’’success
improving worker produc

do they differ

of "unsuccessful" programs?

of

Which groups or classes of
improved

ful" training programs aimed at
tivity?

effects

productivity

Taken

from characteristics
together, these sorts

of questions ask, "What is the composite effect of train
ing in productivity improvement programs?"
One might expect that answers to these questions and
others would appear in the "Summary of Research" sections
of the Katzell et

al. (1977) and Guzzo

studies. Such is not the case.

and Bondy (1983)

Both summaries are
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narrative

in

typical of

nature,

with

the earlier

the

following

study (numbers

conclusion

in the

original

text refer the reader to article abstracts in the
Katzell publication):
An additional recent area of activity has been
the use of training to help disadvantaged
workers be productive and successful.
Several
such experiments have yielded positive results
(6, 70, 72, 82, 84, 90). (p. 16)
Guzzo and Bondy (1983) concluded:
Gradually, organizational attention has been
moving away from selection practices, while the
emphasis on training
continues to
mount.
Still, the emphasis has not yet assumed a
defined form; organizations have institutional
ized a wide variety of training procedures for
reasons which are equally as diverse. In light
of this, a summary statement bearing on the
salient themes with respect to training proce
dures and outcome cannot be made at this time.
(p. 9)
Perhaps the failure to identify those "salient themes" in
this group of 48 studies spanning eleven

years is one of

method, not of fact.
Recognizing "possible

effects of

insensitivity in those earlier

reviewer bias

analyses,"

or

Guzzo, Jette,

and Katzell (1985) later performed a meta-analysis on the
combined

set

identified

of

and

productivity
studied

by

experiments

traditional

originally

methods.

The

average effect size reported for training and instruction
interventions was 0.78— the highest or
all eleven
useful:

interventions studied.

it demonstrates

the

most effective of

Such information

strength

is

of training as a

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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productivity
however,

Improvement

to

answer

effectiveness based

Intervention.

the

on

It

questions

design

falls,

of

and other

training

variables

of

the effects

of

interest posed above.
Problem Statement
This study
training

in

is an

48

identified in

Investigation of

productivity

the Katzell

improvement

et al.

experiments

(1977) and

Guzzo and

Bondy (1983) studies. A meta-analysis of the findings of
those experiments
classifications

will be
of

conducted, using

training

variables

categorical

and

the

three

condensed productivity criteria or outcomes used in the
Guzzo et al. (1985) meta-analysis.
Background on Productivity
and the Target Experiments
Students of productivity are faced
definition and

measurement.

be considered "the amount
duced per hour of
Kendrick (1984)

may generally

of goods and/or

services pro

human labor"
gives a

similar

definitions

quantifiable index.

(Muckier, 1982,

more comprehensive

productivity is "the ratio
and other resources,

with problems of

Productivity

of output to inputs

in real terms"
reduce

(p. 1).

productivity

p. 13).

definition:

to

of labor
These and
a

single

Muckier (1982) identified from the
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literature seven different productivity
from those

using total

system input

using only labor Inputs.
as expressions of

measures to

These Indices

labor effectiveness

of the economic value

Indices, ranging

of labor.

definitions of productivity are

those

were used either
or demonstrations

Muckier

concluded that

inadequate and inconsis

tent.
Although the single-figure index may be

useful in a

global way, many investigators have recognized the utili
ty of

multlple-crIterlon

effect of feedback

measurement.

on performance,

In a

and Moore (1978)

split productivity into

for measurement:

quantity

uct, and job satisfaction.

Katzell et al.

of prod

(1979) listed thirty

dimensions of product and quality from
tific productivity.

of

three criteria

of product, quality
Andrews

study

Pritchard, Montagno,

a study of scien

The classification scheme devised by

(1977) used

the following

categories of

productivity outcomes or criteria:
Production
1. Quantity or rate of production
2. Quality or accuracy of production
3. Financial costs
4. Miscellaneous
Withdrawal of. Personnel
5. Turnover
6. Absenteeism
7. Tardiness
8. Miscellaneous
Disruption
9. Accidents
10. Strikes
11. Slowdowns
12. Grievances
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13.
14.
15.

Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Miscellaneous
Attitudes (It measured in addition)

These categories are designed to encompass
worker output or any aspect of input
therefore, indicators of change

(p. 10)
any aspect of

or cost.

They are,

at either the

output or

input side of the productivity ratio.
When Guzzo et

al. (1985) conducted

a meta-analysis

of all psychologically based intervention programs repre
sented in the Katzell
(1983)

studies,

et al. (1977) and

they

adopted

measurements used by Guzzo

the

headings in

the list

from the 1977 study.)
definition used

in

presented above

the Guzzo

et

al. meta-analysis

the

for a

relatively

available for

meta-analysis of

authors, using their

Second, using

multiple outcome

comprehensive analysis
limited

is

for three reasons.

dissertation involves

definition is implicit.

Third,

and taken

The multiple-criteria operational

the experiments identified by these

variables allows

1983 study;

(Note the similarity

accepted for use in this dissertation
First, since the

productivity

and Bondy in the

output, withdrawal, and disruption.
to the

Guzzo and Bondy

three

number

meta-analysis dictates

of

of data.

experiments

lumping data

into

larger categories for the sake of reliability.
Productivity definition and measurement are not ends
in themselves.

"It

is very clear

that the

main stated

purpose of productivity measurement and assessment is

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Improving worker

productivity

productivity per

se"

and

(Muckier,

not

1982,

measurement
p.

18).

o£

Adam,

Herschauer, and Ruch (1981) title their book Productivity
and Quality;

Measurement as a Basis for Improvement.

Productivity improvement, not measurement

or definition,

is the real goal of productivity study.
Methods for

improving

productivity

abound.

As

a

general rule, methods are a manipulation of the human and
technical elements

of

a work

system.

System

(productivity) is thought to derive ultimately
interaction of those two
Sutermeister, 1976).

elements (Guzzo &

Improvements

the cotton gin to the computer,
to the

productive capacity

does the
tion?

employee contribute

from

have contributed greatly

of the
to the

And how can that contribution

that form

Bondy, 1983;

in technology,

employee.

But

what

productivity equa
be enlarged?

are questions for the behavioral scientist,
the questions

output

from the

the foundation

These

and they are

of this

study.

Yet, as important as these questions are, a caution is in
order:

"in

modern

technology,

output

is

rarely,

either goods or services, a simple and direct
what people [italics added] do"

(Muckier,

1982, p. 28).

Interpreting the findings of behavioral science
relate to

productivity

improvement

in

result of

must be

as they

done

with

awareness that technology may mediate results.
Katzell et al. (1977) identified fourteen categories

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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o£ psychologically-based
in published

accounts o£

years 1971-1975.

The
design,

group

training

design,

appraisal

structure, management

field

job

and

conditions, goal setting,

instruction,
feedback,

objectives,

the

selection and

development and

and

by

described

experiments during

categories follow:

placement, job

methods,

improvement programs

promotion,
supervisory

organizational
physical

work schedule,

pensation, and socio-technical system.

working

financial com
(Note that these

categories ignore the technological aspects of productiv
ity improvement and focus only on

the employee.)

Of the

103 experiements abstracted and indexed by these authors,
37 featured "training and
procedures of

Katzell's

instruction."
team,

extended the study of field experiments
published between 1976 and

1981.

Duplicating the

Guzzo and

Bondy

(1983)

to include those

The later

study found

104 productivity improvement experiments, with 22 featur
ing "training and instruction."
training and instruction
whereby employees

as "an

organizational practice
with regard

to specific

skills deemed central to their jobs," p. 9).

Conclusions

of

both

are educated

(Guzzo and Bondy defined

studies

psychologically-based

agreed :
intervention

the

most

program

common
on

worker

productivity is training and instruction.
Before continuing with

other findings on

how often

training and instruction programs are used to improve

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

productivity, a pause to
Guzzo and Bondy
struction

guided

experiments.

define terms Is In

definition (above)
the

This

classification

definition

order.

of training
of

The

and in

the

combines

field

elements

of

commonly accepted definitions developed by Nadler (1984).
He defined
learning

"human

resource

experiences

in

increase possibility
growth" (p.
"education,"

of

1.3).

In

and

a

development" as

"organized

definite

period

improving
Nadler*s

time

job performance
taxonomy,

"development"

are

to
and

"training,"

human

resources

development activity areas, each with its own definition.
"Training" refers to learning directed toward performance
on the

trainee's

present

learning directed toward
future job.

the

needs of

refers

to

some identified

to learning

directed

the organization

in the

Many writers do not discriminate carefully among

terms

"human

resources

"training," "education,"
casually

"Education"

"Development" refers

toward more ambiguous
future.

job.

performance on

substituted

development" can be

and
for

development"

"development."
"training";

a synonym for

(HRD),
"HRD"

"training

"HRD."

is
and

Consequently,

readers of this study should keep in

mind that the Guzzo

and Bondy definition of training may

allow for inclusion

of

programs

education or

Nadler

would

development.

classify
The

more

closely

term "training"

as

is used

throughout this study instead of "human resources
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development" or "HRD" In keeping with the Guzzo and Bondy
precedent.
At least one other study has
of training

and

Instruction

improvement

tactics.

reported the frequency

programs

The

New

as

York

productivity

Stock

Exchange

("People and Productivity," 1983) sampled the 49,000 U.S.
corporations with more than 100 employees.
represents some 41 million
nonagricultural employment.

people

This grouping

or 55% of

all private

The purpose of the study was

to determine the extent of quality

of work life programs

and industry's

with these

overall experience

human resources programs.
most

common

human

and other

The studyidentified

resource

activities.

fifteen

Findings

on

frequency of use of the fifteen programs are presented In
Table 1.
Table 1
Percent of Corporations Reporting
Use of Human Resource Programs in 1983

Program/Activity

% Reporting Use

Formal training and instruction

76

Employee appraisal and feedback

72

Setting employee goals

64

Setting company objectives

55

Job design/redesign

46
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Table 1— Continued

% Reporting Use

Program/Activity

Surveys of employee attitudes

45

Quality circles

44

Scheduling workflow

43

Organizational structure

40

Suggestion systems

38

Task forces

35

Structuring plant and office space

29

Personalized work hours

28

Profit sharing

25

Labor-management committees

25

Over three-fourths of
formal training
the Exchange

all responding

and instruction

found that

companies reported

programs.

Furthermore,

two-thirds reported

subsequent

improvements in employee attitudes and

morale; over half

reported improvement in

productivity, and

product quality.
improvements in

costs, worker

Between one-half and one-third reported
service, quality

of work

overtime, turnover,

absenteeism,

grievances. Amount

of improvement

lateness,
in any

life, safety,
and

formal

category was

not attributed to individual programs, so it is not
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possible

to

determine

instrumental training

was

other programs

or

training

ranked

was

identified

as

from
in

these

third

how

improvement, compared

interventions.

"very

findings

in

Nonetheless,
the

ten

successful"

to

formal

activities

in

improving

productivity.
Overview of the Dissertation
The

following

Chapter II

pages

contains

a

comprise

review

of

the

study

selected

report.

literature

related to productivity and training, with special empha
sis on training. Chapter
design

and

methods,

meta-analysis.

III is a description

with

Chapter

IV

particular
is

meta-analysis findings and other data
48 subject

studies.

discussion of

The

fifth and

conclusions, meaning,

a

of study

attention

report

of

to
the

descriptive of the
final chapter

is a

and recommendations

drawn from the data.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OP LITERATURE
Introduction
The need for
timeliness.

a study such

Training is

as this one

big business and

fessionals face increasing pressures
proof that

larger and

source development

sponsoring organization.
in the Katzell et
studies are
training

investigation of
the field
design.

of

al. (1977) and Guzzo

the

measures used

and Bondy (1983)

evaluation, suggesting

that

Evaluation

of

training
This

as

well as

attempts to

section of the

that relate to the

large, to training effectiveness, and
productivity measures.

in

further

the subject studies can contribute

training effectiveness.

evaluation and

re

to performance indicators

training evaluation

contain findings

in human
returns to

tangible

The productivity

very similar

impact

for accountability,

larger investments

contribute

goes beyond
training pro

to

training
determine
study will

training field

at

to training impact
A basic

ecology

model of training effectiveness is developed and present
ed.
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Need to study Training

Estimates of the magnitude
for training vary.
as much

as

of American expenditures

Private employers could

forty billion

dollars

be spending

a year,

additional costs of wages and benefits.

discounting

Compiling all

costs may push the figure closer to eighty or one hundred
billion dollars

(Burich, 1985).

This range

of between

forty and one hundred billion dollars was corroborated in
a training
Magazine o£
report

industry report
Human

estimated

conducted by

Res.uuz.ces
that

Training;

D.e.v;si.o.pmejii;. The

"U.S.

The

industry

organizations

will

collectively deliver approximately 1.377 billion hours of
formal training by the end of 1985" (Feuer, 1985, p. 45).
Formal training can be found in
izations.

Training

manufacturing,

surveyed

all kinds of organ

the following

industries:

transportation/communications/utilities,

wholesale/retail trade,

finance/insurance/banking, busi

ness services, health services, educational services, and
public administration.

These

categories

include

both

public and private organizations.
Training touches all levels
magazine's survey reported the
tions and mean

number of hours

of employees.

of training

individuals in each classification
(41.4),

professionals

(38.3),

Training

following job classifica

annually:
sales

received by
executives

representatives
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(37.7)f

first-line

supervisors/foremen

(36.4),

middle

managers (36.3), senior managers (35.7), customer service
(33.9), production workers (33.4), administrative employ
ees (19.2), and

office/secretarial (18.8).

derive from formal training programs

These hours

offered by In-house

staff and outside vendors.
Formal training programs offer a variety of subjects
or content.

Training's Feuer (1985) reported:

The three types of training most frequently
offered by U.S. organizations with 50 or more
employees fall into the areas of supervisory
skills, management development and technical
skills/knowledge updating, in that order....
Also provided by more than half of all organ
izations is training in communication skills,
customer-relations/services skills, new methods
or procedures, executive development, sales
skills, clerical/secretarial skills and person
al growth. The least common offerings...in
clude remedial
basic
education,
customer
education
and
disease
prevention/health
promotion, (p. 48)
Content emphasis may shift
moment or a particular
(1985) noticed, for
services

skills

training

emphasis,

according to the need

trend.

A Training

example, that customer

and

sales

skills

perhaps

as

have
a

of the

editor, Feuer
relations or
Increased

result

of

In
more

competitive environments or current management theories.
The pervasiveness of
organizations, the

training programs

breadth of

the expense involved, and the scope of
Illustrate

that

training

in American

employees being

activity

training
Is

trained,
content

extensive.

Yet
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training literature
empirical or

In general

theoretical

has

basis

been found

and "dominated

lacking
by

low

utility anecdotal presentations" (Burke & Day, In press).
This finding

suggests

extract theoretical

that

studies

principles from

training studies may

be very

useful to

In particular, shortcomings exist In
of effective

training and

which

attempt

the body

to

of extant

the profession.

knowledge of design

evaluation of

organizational

Impact.
Two design

or

methods

typical approach found In
Paine, and

Ivancevich

(1972)

relative effectiveness of
research data.

studies

attempted

methods

objectives.

study

the

by analyzing

Methods

case study, lecture

they surveyed

in

included

to

(T-group), TV-lecture

rate nine

achieving

six

programmed

method (with

or discussion method, role

two hundred

the largest

were asked

effectiveness

that the

training methods varied

firms with

Subjects

for

to

they Identified and

an alternative,

training directors in
employees.

a

They found, however, that there were many

amount of research on particular
As

illustrate

training methods

limitations In the studies

greatly.

can

training literature. Carroll,

number of
training
training

instruction,

questions), conference

playing, sensitivity training

(lecture given

to large

audience

over TV), movie films, business gaming (using computer or
hand

calculator).

Training

objectives

included
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acquisition

of

knowledge,

participant acceptance,
development
problem

of

change

retention

interpersonal

solving

skills.

In

of

attitudes,

what is

skills,

learned,

development

The investigators

found

of
in

general that
Training directors believed that about half of
the training methods listed were effective and
the other half not
very effective for the
training objective stated.
Furthermore, the
training methods considered
effective for one
objective were usually considered ineffective
for another objective. This seems to indicate
that the training
directors are
properly
discriminating in their evaluations of the
various alternative training methods. (p. 505)
In 1980, Newstroro replicated the
al. study.

Newstrom reported

earlier Carroll et

three conclusions.

First,

all but one training objective had a unique "best method"
associated with

it, suggesting

that

methods had

only when objectives were considered.
vised lecture

as having

little effectiveness

for any objective; role playing was

the favorite method.

Third, at least

was rated

value

Second, the tele

two methods

(and up

to six)

were per

ceived to be moderately or more effective for each of the
six objectives,

suggesting that

choices

in method

are

available without compromising achievement.
What is noteworthy in these studies completed almost
a decade apart is not the findings, but the questions
asked and

methods

used

to

study the

training objectives are all oriented

to

questions.
the

The

individual

trainee's accomplishments; not one objective is oriented
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to

the

credence

organization's
to

the

performance.

observation

This

that

fact

lends

"Industrial

and

organizational psychology is obsessed with the evaluation
of personnel functions at the individual level of perfor
mance"

(Russell,

Terborg,

Adequate research findings
the questions

&

Powers,

about effective

investigators were

forced to

literature

Training methods were
for rating.

It is

lacks

possible that

substance.

training directors

an in-depth

study of

evaluation reports would

may not hold

matching method

so the

expert opinion.

(in press) contention

have provided quite a different list

analysis of

849).

to answer

theoretical

imposed on the

training in process or training

ly, expert opinion

p.

training methods,
resort to

This fact supports Burke and Day's
that training

1985,

were not available

of methods.

up under

Final

more rigorous

to objective.

Despite the

obvious shortcomings of such "opinion polls," or popular
ity contests

among

training

techniques or

strategies,

investigators have continued to use the method (e.g.,
Newstrom, 1975; "Trainers Rank," 1983).
This study will counter some of

the shortcomings of

traditional training study, then, by addressing organiza
tional performance
using
theory

findings
of

measures (productivity

of

experimental

effective

methods actually used

training
in

studies
design,

training

measures), by
to

construct

by identifying

situations,

and

by
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applying rigorous analytic methods (meta-analysis) to the
findings of the studies of interest.
Training Effectiveness
Emphasis on Cost-Effectiveness
A

common

training

approach

literature

training function.
Calculate the

to

is

training

Articles with

Costs

and

titles

Benefits

of an

(Spencer, 1984) complement evaluation
titles like
1983).

"Measuring

Phillips

effectiveness

cost-justification

the

so far

special definition of ROI (return on

in
the

like "How
HRD

to

Program"

book chapters with

Return on

(1983) went

of

HRD"

as to

(Phillips,
introduce a

investment) for use

by training professionals.

He spoke of "payback periods"

(p. 193)

to estimate

the

time required

capital

investment

in

training,

evaluation of

a capital

expenditure

to evaluate

a

paralleling

the

in equipment.

He

explained how "discounted cash flow...a

method of evalu

ating investment opportunities" (p. 194) could be applied
to training programs.
This propensity to reduce

training effectiveness to

dollars may be explained by Juran (1974).
was

writing

for

quality

professionals,

Although Juran
not

training

He

began by

professionals, his explanation is relevant.
noting that a company contains two languages:
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At
the
bottom
of
the
company
(i.e.
nonsupexvisors, foremen) the language is in
terms of
"things." Anyone who wishes
to
communicate with these levels must talk about
tons, meters, kilowatts, man-hours, units of
product.
At the topof the company the common
language
is money, i.e., sales,
profits,
investment, return on investment, etc.
Only
through use of such a common language are the
top managers able to make useful decisions
about alternative courses of action. In such a
state of affairs, middle managers and profes
sionals must bs. bilingual. They must be able
to talk to the people at the bottom in the
language of things. They must be able to talk
to the top management in the language of money.
Falling this, they jeopardize their objectives
in the competition against those middle manag
ers who are bilingual.
(p. 3-11)
If Juran

is right,

training

professionals striving

to

convert training effectiveness measures to dollar figures
are speaking the language
of continued

funds to

of top management,

keep the

the source

training department

in

business.
In such

attempts at

cost-justifying training,

the

entire training function seems to be the focus of evalua
tion.
entire

In other words, effectiveness is often directed to
training

programs or

units,

certain

appear to be in

in hard times (Phillips,

training

to

just

individual

methods.

jeopardy, in danger of

that such energy is
of

not

training

the

aspects of training

1983).

sponsoring

units

being phased out

It is no

expended to defend

training

Training

wonder, then,

the contribution

organization.

unit effectiveness are

Other

presented in

the next section.
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Organizational Effectiveness Hadels Applied
To Training Units
Attempts to

define

effectiveness

in

fields of behavioral science have been
sive.

the

various

less than conclu

The effective manager may be the one who knows the

"right things to
with "ability
appropriate

do" (Drucker, 1964,

to choose

means

for

(Stoner, 1978, p. 13).

p. 5), or

appropriate
achieving

a

given

the

objective"

Organizational effectiveness may

be "determined by...goals and objectives,
tiveness is a function of: (1)
tivity/performance),

the one

objectives or

(2)

but ... effec

output variables (produc

intervening

variables

(the

condition of the human resources), (3) short-range goals,
(4) long-range goals" (Mersey & Blanchard, 1982, p. 115).
When one considers that
tion within its

a training unit is

sponsoring organization,

organizational effectiveness literature

an organiza

application of
can lead

to the

development of a model for training effectiveness.
Miles (1980)
to

defining

identified two
organizational

traditional approaches
effectiveness:

goal-attainment model and the systems
out deficiencies in each,

model.

built on their

created a third model, the ecology

model.

the

He pointed

strengths, and
Each of these

models can be illustrated with training examples.
ends.

In this

model effectiveness is measured by "productivity

The goal-attainment model focuses on

(number
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o£ units produced or services delivered in a given period
of time) or efficiency

(number of output

units produced

or delivered for a given measure of input units)" (Miles,
1980, p. 362).

A training

unit whose

effectiveness is

measured under this model would report numbers of courses
developed and

delivered

trained, and the like.
quantifiable outcomes

annually,

number

of

This model also lends
at different

trainees
Itself to

levels of

training.

For example, a reasonable goal of training is that learn
ers master content; effective training
the goal

was met.

programs exhibit

A

goal of

would ensure that

training

could be

well-founded instructional

effective programs

would contain

that

principles;

elements based

on the

principles.
The

goal-attainment

model

inherent problems, however.

goals of an organization may not
In a training unit,

of

effectiveness

According to

has

Miles, public

be its operative goals.

a published goal

may be to

offer a

broad range of training to the entire staff of the organ
ization; yet one group may receive more attention because
of special
training

interests,
staff

problem

expertise.

analysis bias,

Different

subunits

organization may have different goals.
setting, the
ments

manufacturing and

have production

conflict.

even
of

an

In an industrial

quality control

and quality goals

or

depart

that sometimes

Training units serving the individual goals of
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the different departments may be
organizational

dysfunction.

(the bottom line)

Even

is inadequate as

Miles' view because it
to reap short-term
growth.

contributing to overall
profit

maximization

an ultimate

can be manipulated

profits at

In the training

the expense

unit, costs can

by offering low-cost courses

goal in

by management
of long-term
be manipulated

to employees at

the bottom

of the wage scale.
The systems

model

focuses on means,
emphasizes the
manage the

of organizational

not ends.

effectiveness

In particular,

organization's

"ability

complex interdependencies

this model

to develop

among and

and

between

important internal and external groups" (Miles, 1980 , p.
368).

Like

the goal-attainment

model, which

relied on

quantifiable data, the systems model has typical measure
ment strategies:
Assessors have tended to concentrate on such
factors as the health of the organization (as
measured by the absence of employee strain, and
so on), its ability to acquire resources needed
to sustain operations, its flexibility
in
adapting to changes in environmental factors,
its
efforts
in
continuing
employee
seIf-development.
and
its
adroitness
in
balancing resource allocations to
internal
maintenance, adaptive, and primary transforma
tion processes, (p. 369)
The training

unit

systems model

would

budget year

measuring its effectiveness

by year,

concentrate
on building

among staff, on quick response to

on building
good human
requests

by the
a

bigger

relations

for training
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programs, on sta££

development, and on

budget e££iclen-

cies.
Miles saw problems with the systems
It can fall to question the
ization's direction,
survival.

A

model, as well.

appropriateness o£ an organ

substituting

training department

and manage to subsist from budget

the

general goal

can grow

to budget, but subsis

tence may not qualify as effectiveness.

Contingencies In

technologies, environment,

workforce, organization

cycle stage,

context

and cultural

processes In organizations.
more and

more complex,

"best" system.

As

of

bureaucratic

life

dictate systems

and

these contingencies grqw

there

Is no

blueprint for

the

For training departments, as the sponsor-.

Ing organization changes, as Its strategic emphases shift
as a result of threats and

opportunities In Its environ

ment, as the workforce and skills mix change, the likeli
hood of

one

"best"

structure,

policy,

and

procedure

decreases dramatically.
Given

the

goal-attainment

deficiencies
and

systems

of
models

effectiveness. Miles Introduced the

the
of

traditional
organizational

ecology model.

This

model assesses organizations in terms of their effective
ness In "minimally satisfying
on them

by the

depend" (p.

each of the

various constituencies

375).

Measurement

Is

goals Imposed

upon which

made

in

a

appropriate to the multiple goals the organization

they
manner
faces
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as

It

Interacts

with

multiple

elements

in

its

environment.
An Ecology Model of Training Unit_JB££ectiveness
Based on

Miles' (1980)

work, an

training unit

effectiveness

can

simplification,

only

two

presented, although the model

be

key

which

the trainees,
sponsors

the

constituencies

are

the organization

Training

units

trainee needs, organizational resources,
problems by
design,

applying

delivery,

detail if

Training units depend

themselves, and
unit.

of
(For

allows for more

it is found useful for analysis.)
both on

ecology model
constructed.

the training

transform

and performance

process— assessment,

reinforcement,

and

evaluation— to

satisfy both the goals of the trainees and the sponsoring
organization. A

graphic

representation

of

the

model

follows as Figure 1.
The ecology
study.

model clarifies

the

emphasis of

Although effectiveness involves

trainees and sponsoring organization,
on how training

this study focuses

serves the organization.

may attend to how training units

this

serving both the

Other studies

best provide the useful

learning trainees expect.
The model represents
come from

critics

Dunn

Thomas

and

of

graphically the

limited

(1985)

training

deplored

impulses that
interventions.

that "many companies
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spend hundreds o£ thousands o£
a particular program,
more In

the lost

being reasonably

mention tens

productive time
sure the

Robinson (1984)

out-o£-pocket dollars £or

not to

program will

argued that

a

terms

of

on-the-job

organizational Impact
(1972/1978) stated

of the

that for

there Is evidence that

without

work” (p.

training department

have "accountability that focuses
both In

of thousands

of trainees,

65).
can

upon results achieved,

behavior change
training” (p.

and

the

42).

Burke

managerial training,

"when

training does not (1)

respond to

what managers report they want and need, and (2) lead to
organizational change, then something Is amiss” (p. 173).

Needs
Learning
Trainees--------- ^ Training Unit---------- ^Trainees
Performance Problems

Contribution to Goals

Resources

Efficiency

Sponsoring Organization

Figure 1.

Sponsoring Organization

An Ecology Model of Training Unit
Effectiveness

In terms
Illustrates

of the
the

need

present study,
for

training

the ecology
method,

objective, training type, delivery system, and

model

training
degree of
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management Involvement to
context of
tiveness.

operate at optimum

the organization

to

within the

assure training

The next section of this

effec

paper expands on how

organization Impact— goal contribution and

efficient use

of resources— can be evaluated.
Productivity Measures and Training Impact Evaluation
Evaluation of training becomes more common as train
ing budgets grow, as technology
and as

emphasis

on training

organizations (Phillips,
study, a brief
Is provided.

for evaluation Improves,
results

1983).

As

discussion of relevant
Purposes

and

Increases In
a basis

for

all
this

evaluation Issues

objects of

evaluation

are

emphasized, and need for continued study Is explained.
Purposes of_Tralnlng Evaluation
The appropriate jpurposes of
as numerous as the

training evaluation are

audiences who have a

in training outcomes, as numerous as
ing and trainees.

vested Interest

the types of train

In a word,

evaluation

Is meant to be

"useful" (Brlnkerhoff, 1981).

Evaluation

should provide

Information and
Yarbrough, 1985).

can be
Those

considered feedback
participating either

ers, trainees, or designers

can use such

based

(Friedman &
as train

Information to

alter future

activities

activities.

Lists of training evaluation purposes

on response

to

current
have
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been constructed by several authors.

The following table

presents two examples for illustration.
Table 2
Purposes for Training Evaluation by Author

Author

Brlnkerhoff
(1981)

Evaluation Purposes

To determine the "payoff” of training, its
impact on the organization
To make the training more efficient
To be more accountable for the training
function
To publicize the benefits of training
To determine the cost/benefit of training
to the organization
To compare different training approaches
To determine whether training delivery and
effects are congruent with what was
planned
To identify problems with the training and
ideas for their solution
To determine needs for more, or different,
training
To gain support for particular training
methods or sessions
To determine whether a particular training
approach Is likely to work

Phillips
(1983)

To determine whether a program is
accomplishing its objectives
To identify the strengths
in the HRD process

and weaknesses
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Table 2— Continued

Evaluation Purposes

Phillips

To determine the cost/benefit ratio o£ an
HRD program
To decide who should participate in future
programs
To identify which participants benefitted
the most or the least from the program
To reinforce
participant
To gather data
future programs

to

To determine if the
ate

points

made

assist

in

to

the

marketing

program was appropri-

To establish a data base which can assist
management in making decisions

In many
study.

ways, this

dissertation

is an

evaluation

It is designed to extract useful information from

reports of training

interventions.

identify relationships

Its purposes

among training

are to

variables, organ

ization contingencies, and training outcomes (productivi
ty measures) and to

suggest ways in which

ships discovered can guide effective

the relation

training design and

useful evaluation.
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Qblecta nf Training Evaluation

Just as

there are

evaluation,

there

described a

continuum

immediate aspects

are

multiple

purposes for

multiple

objects.

of

of

evaluation,

the

"from

along the

p. 35).

the

training intervention

toward the more removed benefits (payoffs)
ing" (1981,

training

Brlnkerhoff

He explained

evaluation continuum

of the train

that certain

have been

very
itself

points

intrinsically

valued over others at certain times, creating opportunity
for

evaluators

to

evaluate

Brinkerhoff*s view, "any
tially worthwhile,
than

another"

and

the

none

(1981,

wrong

p.

Other

ization goals,

'better'

writers

have

Laird (1982) recom

training's contribution

achievement of

In

is poten

is intrinsically
36).

presented taxonomies for evaluation.
mended evaluating for

things.

focus for evaluation

the learning

to organ
objectives,

and perceptions (of the trainees, generally).
Phillips
Kirkpatrick

(1983)

reviewed

approach,

System approach,

and

the
the

four

Parker
CIRC

approach.

advocated four levels of evaluation:
behavior, and results.
into four

groups:

participant
gained.

job

approaches:
approach,

the

the
Bell

Kirkpatrick

reaction, learning,

Parker divided evaluation studies
performance, group

satisfaction,

The Bell System was

and
an

participant
evaluation

performance,
knowledge
of reaction
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outcomes, capability outcomes, application
worth outcomes.
Rackham

In their GIRO approach,

categorized

evaluation, input
outcome evaluation.
thread among

the

outcome which

and

studies

evaluation

as

context

reaction evaluation,

Phillips concluded

results from

(1983, p. 41).
measured

evaluation

evaluation,

outcomes, and
Warr, Bird, and

and

that "the common

experts... is the
improved group

ultimate

performance"

He argued that "ultimate outcomes" can be
documented

intermediate training

just

as

immediate

outcomes (individual

and

learning and

behavior change) can be measured.
Phillips' description
training as

that

which

of

"ultimate

"results

from

performance" suggests a link between
measures of
(output,

productivity adopted

disruption,

indicators.

withdrawal)

Again, lists

outcomes"
improved

of

group

the three criterion

for the
and

present study

training

impact

compiled by evaluators

may be

instructive comparisons.
Table 3
Training Impact Indicators

Author

Phillips
(1983, pp.
182-188)

Indicators

Value of increased output
Value of cost savings
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Table 3— Continued

Phillips

Value of Improved quality (scrap/waste,
rework, customer/client dissatisfaction,
product liability. Internal losses,
employee morale)
Value of time savings (wages/salaries,
better service, penalty avoidance,
opportunity for profit, training time)

Laird
(1982,
p.258)

Units of work per hour
Units of work per worker
Number of sales
Dollar value per sale
Ratio of sales to calls
Percent of quota achieved
Total dollar value of sales
Number of grievances
Percent of grievances decided
Percent of grievance decisions, sustained
Percent of counseling problems solved
Total minutes tardiness
Total days absenteeism
Number of absenteeism incidents
Scrap
Rejects
Backorders filled
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Table 3— Continued

Indicators

Laird

Dollar value for backorders filled
Tasks completed
Percent of tasks completed properly
Budgets submitted
Budgets achieved within X percent of
forecast
Employee turnover
Inventory turnover
Machine downtime
Number of disabling accidents
Cost of accidents
Letters and reports completed
Percent of letters and reports which get
the desired results

Donaldson and
Scannell
(1978, pp.
138-139)

Direct cost reductions
Grievance reductions
Productivity of trained versus untrained
employees
Productivity after versus before training
Work quality
Quantitative results
Accident rates
Absenteeism
Employee suggestions
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Table 3— Continued

Indicators

Author

Sales volumes

Donaldson

Turnover rates

Scannell

Supervisory ratings
Profits
Customer complaints
Worker efficiency
Training time required for proficiency
Cost per untrained employee
New product development
New customers
Public relations

These lists share

many common

elements, indicating

agreement among evaluators of organizational impact.
lists could

be reorganized

criteria used

in

figures,

example),

for

this

into the

proposed study:
withdrawal

The

three productivity
output

(sales

(absenteeism),

and

disruption (grievances).
As noted in

a previous section,

have criticized industrial and
for being "obsessed with

the

some investigators

organizational psychology
evaluation

of

personnel
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functions

at

the

individual

(Russell et al., 1985,
above are taken as

level

p. 849).

If the

of

performance"

lists presented

evidence, a growing emphasis

organizational evaluation is afoot.

on more

The justification

for this emphasis may be financial:
Most training programs are directly or indi
rectly financed by the organizations
that
employ the people who participate in them.
Hence, a fundamental issue in evaluation is
assessing the degree to which the functioning
of the sponsoring organization has been affect
ed by that training.
When we shift from
looking at the behavior of specific individuals
to looking for evidence that quantifies their
impact on the organization in which they work,
we face an increasingly demanding challenge.
(Friedman & Yarbrough, 1985, pp. 234-235)
More information is needed about how training interven
tions impact the

organization that supports

them before

that challenge can be effectively met.
Meta-Analysis Findings on Training Effectiveness
Meta-analysis is becoming a more common technique in
behavioral

science

research

(Kulik,

meta-analyses have been applied to
search

of

the

meta-analyses.

literature

Findings

1984),

but

few

training research.
identified

of those

two

studies are

A

such

reported

The. GÜ2 ZO.. Jette, and Katzell Study
Guzzo,
meta-analysis

Jette,
of

and
all

Katzell
the

207

(1985)

completed

worker

productivity

a
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experiments originally identified by
and Faerstein
Guzzo and
eleven

(1977) and

his associates

intervention

by

Katzell, Bienstock,

Guzzo and

compared the

programs

on

Bondy

(1983).

effectiveness of

three

productivity

measures, three organizational context variables, and two
research design
(defined

as

treatment

variables.
"the

or

The

intervention

introduction

change

variables,"

(p.

selection,

training

feedback,

management

in

277)

of

one

or

and

techniques, supervisory

methods, work

goal

The

output, withdrawal,

and

setting,

redesign, decision

socio-technical interventions.

and

appraisal

objectives,

work

making

rescheduling, and
three

productivity

and disruption.

organizational context variables were
organization type, and

independent

recruitment

instruction,

by

programs

experimental

more

included:

financial compensation,

measures were

an

type of worker.

The

organization size,
Research design

variables were number of weeks between intervention start
and measurement

of

a

dependent

variable

and

use

of

comparison groups.
The Guzzo team studied
differences among intervention programs in the
magnitude of
their
productivity
effects,
differences in effects according to nature of
the productivity criterion, joint effects of
multiple simultaneous interventions, and the
relationship between methodological features of
studies and the findings they report, (p. 279)
The investigators found that the

experiments

as a group
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represented

an

improvement

In

one-half a standard

deviation.

programs increased

productivity

standard deviation.
tion among

productivity
By

o£

about

comparison, training

by

an average

of

.78

Training was the strongest interven

the eleven

studied.

had statistically significant

By

criterion, training

positive effect

on output

measurements only (product quality, product quantity, and
cost-effectiveness).

Training

did

statistically significant effect on
and absenteeism) or

not

demonstrate

disruption (accidents,

other disturbances) gven though the mean
training was greater than 0.5 in
dence was found to suggest that
ventions resulted in

a

withdrawal (turnover
strikes, and

effect size for

each instance.

No evi

combining any two inter

a synergistic effect.

(A shortage

of reliable data may have influenced this result.)
Effect sizes were found to vary
izational context.

Smaller

according to organ

organizations enjoyed

payback from productivity Improvement
did larger ones.

(This finding supports

reported by the New York Stock
was

greater

for

either private for-profit

employees.

for sales
Training

organizations

or non-profit

tivity effects were smaller for
workers than

and

was

a

a survey result

Exchange, 1983.)

governmental

more

interventions than

Impact
than

firms.

for

Produc

blue-collar and clerical

managerial or
frequent

managerial or professional employees.

professional

intervention
(This

finding

for
is
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supported

by

the

October,

Training magazine,
for managers

1985,

which reported

and professionals

Industry

report

mean number

to be

o£

of hours

greater than

for

other levels of employees.)
Effect
design.

sizes

also

varied

according

Intervention effect was smaller

randomized control groups than
parison groups.

to

in those with

Weaker effects

research

in designs with
other com

were registered

as the

length of the measurement interval increased.
The Guzzo, Jette, and Katzell study

is important to

the present study for several reasons.

First, it clari

fies that training was not only the most frequent produc
tivity improvement

intervention reported,

strongest in the published record
Second,

it

application

establishes
of

Third, it provides
mented to

methodological

meta-analysis

to

precedent

training

a design framework

allow investigation

but also

the

spanning eleven years.

of a

for

literature.

that can
number of

be aug
training

variables.
The. Burke and Dav Study
Burke and Day

(in press) conducted

of managerial training effects.

a meta-analysis

They compared six train

ing content areas, seven training methods, and four types
of criteria.
al

The training content areas included

management

programs,

human

gener

relations/leadership
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programs, self-awareness
decision

making

programs,

programs,

motivation/values training

problem solving

rater

training

programs.

and

programs,

Training

methods

included lecture, lecture/group discussion, leader-match,
sensitivity training, behavioral
discussion with
techniques.

role playing

Subjective

and

modeling, lecture/group

or practice,
objective

and multiple
dimensions

of

learning, behavior, and

results were measured

as crite

ria; specifically, the

four criteria employed

were sub

jective learning,

objective learning,

ior, and objective results.

subjective behav

Burke and Day

attempted to

answer these questions:
(a) Across studies with respect to various
criteria, how effective is managerial training?
(b) for each type of criterion-measure, what is
the relative effectiveness of different types
of managerial training?...(c) For each type of
criterion-measure, what is the relative effec
tiveness of
different managerial
training
methods and combinations of methods? (p. 5)
Studies selected
involvement

of

evaluation of

for analysis

managerial
effectiveness

programs, and inclusion of
parison group.

or

met three

supervisory

of

one

or

criteria:
personnel,

more

training

at least one control

or com

Total number of papers for the meta

analysis was 70.
Detailed reports

were

procedures (calculation
ports included

all

made

of

formulas)

correction

the

meta-analysis

employed.

These

techniques for

re

reducing

error variance.
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As predicted, results varied according
ables under study.

to the vari

Burke and Day first reported findings

related to managerial

training content.

Human relations

training programs were found to be effective in improving
subjective learning measured
tion, belief or judgment.

by self-report

or observa

It was not possible to identi

fy variables contributing to variance

of observed effect

sizes in objective

(such as

Effectiveness of

learning criteria
problem

solving

and

training programs was highly negative.
available.)

No

definite conclusions

effectiveness of

a test).

decision

making

(Few studies were
were reported

general management

for

functions training.

Training for change In motivation and values was found to
be

positive.

Self-awareness

(Again,

few

training

studies

was

were

effective

available.)
In

changing

on-the-job behavior, as measured by self-report or obser
vation.

The Investigators criticized the utility of such

measures, suggesting
instead.

job

performance

Human relations training

criteria be

used

showed improvement In

managerial performance on objective results criteria such
as reduced

costs. Improved

quality or

quantity, promo

tions and reduced errors In performance ratings; but once
more, few studies were available to
all, training content, at
authors, was
criterion

not

a

measures.

provide data.

least as categorized

powerful

predictor of

Over

by these

success

on

In fact, Burke and Day recommended
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that "trainers

and

organizational

decision makers

not

rely heavily on training program content descriptions and
labels when choosing and judging the

probable utility of

a managerial training program" (p. 29).
Training methods
observed effect
training

were

size

content.

found

variance.
Behavioral

to account
In

for

general,

modeling,

more

than

did

sensitivity

training, lecture with discussion and either role playing
or practice, and multiple techniques were all reported as
effective across subjective learning criteria; behavioral
modeling was

particularly strong.

lecture were effective

The lecture method was also

directors

Newstrom, 1980).
training

relatively low popularity

(cf.

Carroll et

The leader-match

methods

were

behavior criteria.

of

learning criteria.

effective against subjective

behavior criteria, despite Its
among training

All combinations

for objective

also

effective

Too few

al.,

1972;

and behavior modeling
for

studies were

reliable findings of the effectiveness

subjective

available for

of training meth

ods against objective results criteria.
Burke and

Day

Improve reports
data, sample

to

concluded;
include

(1) researchers

more

characteristics,

specific

and methodology

tions; (2) training program content

should

statistical
descrip

descriptions may not

be as good a predictor of usefulness of training programs
for

managers

as

training

method; (3) more research Is
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needed on

the

experience o£

the

trainer and

effectiveness; (4) different managerial
"do not

necessarily

improved job

lead

to

performance" (p.

effect sizes of less

training methods

increased

knowledge

30), although

than one-half a

training

and

even small

standard deviation

can mean sizable economic gain to an organization.

Their

study is important to the present one because it contains
detailed computations, it is a study of

some of the same

variables, and it provides findings for comparison.
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CHAPTER III
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Design
Integrative Research Reviews
This study is an
training experiments

integrative research review
identified

by Katzell,

and Faerstein (1977) and Guzzo and

of 48

Bienstock,

Bondy (1983).

Such a

review is defined as "the synthesis of separate empirical
findings into a coherent
Four purposes for
been identified

whole" (Cooper, 1982,

conducting such research
in

behavioral

identify and assess new

p. 291).

reviews have

science literature:

developments in a field;

empirical evidence to highlight, illustrate,

to

to use

or assess a

particular theory or to propose new theories; to organize
knowledge

from

integrate

knowledge

divergent

(Bangert-Drowns,
uncover

study

1984).

previously

effects on

from

lines

Because

undetected

productivity outcome

falls

into

of

convergent
it

research;

and

research
is

patterns

to

efforts

designed

to

of

training

measures, the

proposed

Bangert-Drowns' third

category,

an

organization of knowledge from divergent research.
Two distinct

approaches to

integrative research reviews:

data analysis

exist in

traditional narrative

44
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methods and quantitative or statistical methods.
mental evidence

shows

among conclusions

(Cooper & Rosenthal,
Smith, 1981).
continuum

that

of

extreme

reviewers

of

differences

using the

1980, as cited

The approaches

in Glass,

stringent

tions

for

expertise to offer

the

discrepancy

(Bangert-Drowns, p. 3).
ies grows, the

collected:

list

all

the

studies

variables

strict the number of studies,
bias; and include

as cited in

in

of studies and

study

outcomes"

of separate stud

quantity of
collected,
and

has three
information

highlighting

their outcomes;

re

incurring likely selection

all relevant studies,

and draw conclusions

of a

speculative explana

As the number

managing

certain independent

McGaw, &

methods

traditional narrative reviewer

alternatives for

arise
methods

On the one hand, the traditional

narrative reviewer "collects some samples
uses his or her

two

may be opposite ends

increasingly

(Bangert-Drowns, 1984).

Experi

(Hunter, Schmidt, &

Bangert-Drowns, 1984).

integrate them,
Jackson, 1983,

On the

other hand,

the quantitative reviewer has review procedures explicit
ly defined.

Methods for

representing individual studies

fairly in the review are

increased.

Statistical methods

are used to interpret findings (Bangert-Drowns, 1984).
Experimental evidence
come to

different

demonstrating that

conclusions when

using

reviewers

the two

ap

proaches was the impetus for Cooper's (1982) scientific
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guide lines

for

p re servi ng

I nt e r n a l

in i n t e g r a t i v e

re sea rc h

reviews.

stages

integrative

in

t he

formulation,

results.
threats
ity.
use

and

For

eac h

to v a l i d i t y a n d

det ail s

however,

rather

coll ec tio n

than

p ha s e,

info rm atio n so urces
st udies

examine

broad
t he

reviewer

as

possible

u n i ts

repres ent

u s e d to w e i g h t t he
substantive.
situation,
problems

findings
the

om itted data

used

analyzed.

abo ut units

should

than

n a r r o w ones.

o perat ional

studies
of

studies
p hase ,

must
from

p re senta tion

study

the data
as

t ha t

on t h e

sh ould

topic

be

stu dies

cannot

report
criteri a

s h o u l d be

of

being

co mplet enes s

h o w the r e v i e w w as

and relations mu st

i nt er

rules

t he s t u d i e s
s t a ge ,

the

m ay pose

a nd d a t a
all

a nd

Sample

change

studies

report

ma ny

selected

i n t er e st .

e va luati ve

original

me aning

about

In

access

In the a n a l y s i s

to d r a w

detai ls

valid

should

u n i ts

of

pot ent ial

re vi ewer s

rather

reviewer

reviewer

In t h e p u b l i c

is e s s e n t i a l :
and d etails

t he

p o i nt s ,

to p r o t e c t

s t ag e ,

of s e p a r a t e

in the

in e v a l u a t i o n .

p r e t a t i o n s t ag e ,
inference

of d a t a

A lthoug h

s te p s

to e n s u r e

in t h e c o m p i l e d

In th e e v a l u a t i o n

desc ri bed

ma ny

a ll

fiv e

problem

of d a t a

class ifications.

a d e q u a t e l y r e p r e s e n t a ll

sample

characteristics
ed.

sug gested

de fined

and pres en tat ion

Cooper

conce ptua l def in ition s

Th e y should,

that

stage

validity

process:

evalu atio n

interpretation,

In the p r o b lem fo rmul ation
broad

Cooper

research

data coll ection,

data an aly sis

and externa l

con ducte d

be r e p o r t e d

in
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full.

Cooper's guidelines suggest

an integrative review
raised.

that anyone proposing

should address

the issues

he has

See Appendix A for application to this

dissertation.
He.ta-.AnalYSi?

As Guzzo

and Bondy's

(1983) conclusion

indicates,

traditional narrative methods of integrating the findings
relating

training

non-productive.

and

Even

productivity

the more

have

been

recent meta-analysis

of

all 207 studies in the Katzell et al. (1977) and Guzzo
and Bondy (1983) work has failed

to distinguish particu

lar training variables associated

with successful train

ing interventions for productivity
al.,

1985).

methods of

In

this

meta-analysis

improvement (Guzzo et

dissertation,
will

be

the

applied

statistical
to

the

48

subject studies in an attempt to reduce separate findings
to some unified whole.
Meta-analysis grew
bodies of research

out of

a need

to reduce

evidence to reliable

large

statements that

can guide policy decisions (Glass, McGaw, & Smith, 1981).
Meta-analysis was introduced
has been used subsequently in
(Kulik, 1984).
sis of the

in 1976

Meta-analysis is

summary findings

(Glass et al., 1981, p. 21).

by Gene

Glass and

approximately 1000 studies
"the statistical analy

of many

empirical studies"

Meta-analysis

makes use of
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tran sf orma ti ons
n al

s t ud i es .

then become
anal ys es

of c o m m o n l y
These

a

can

n ew da ta
be

the

te n den cy

var ia tio n

(Bangert-Drowns,
following

set

applied.

identify central
analyze

reported

s ta tist ics

tran sformations,
to

outcomes

wit hou t

1 98 4),

sket ch

which

new

at tempts

of

using

s iz es,

statis tic al

Met a- ana lys is
in

in o r i g i 

or e f f e c t

studies

original

Ba nge rt- Drown s

of m e t a - a n a l y s i s

(1984)

to
a nd
data

offered

methodology:

A reviewer ga thers all
of the s t u d i e s
be aring
on a
c e r t a i n t op i c.
A revi ew er
may
exclude
s t u d i e s on a n y g r o u n d s t h a t a r e c o n s i s t e n t w i t h
her or his p u r p o s e s a n d e x p l i c i t l y s t a t e d . Th e
o u t c o m e s of the
st udies are
r eprese nted by
a
me asure that
is i n d e p e n d e n t
of t he
dif fer ent
dep end ent criteria.
These
o u t c o m e s a re
aver
a g e d to m e a s u r e
ce ntral tendency.
Typically,
t he m e t a - a n a l y s t w i l l go
f u r t h e r a n d look
for
rela ti ons hips betw een
t he s t u d y
outcomes
a nd
st udy features
as
an
expl an ati on
for
study
.outcome varia bi lity.
(p. 49)
Three
F i r st ,

str eng ths

of

met a-a nal ysis

m eta -a nalys is

of d a t a c a n s c a r c e l y be

com pr ehend ed

atic

m eta -a naly sis

fa sh i on .

research

S e c on d ,

findings

in t e r m s

of u s i n g

q u a l i t y of

cr ite rion

to e x c l u d e

meta- an aly sis
of

method

general

uses

and

of

c er tain

information

qu antities

in a n y o t he r
does

m et hods

studies

in

not

system
prejudge

and

T h ir d ,

th e ir

is

as

a

f in di n gs ,

in d i s c u s s i o n s

meta -anal ysis

M eta -analy sis
re liabl y

Instead

advance

study qua lit y a f ter war d

findings.

mentioning.

Large

resea rch quality.

resea rch

conclusions.

ex tra ctin g

b ea r

is q u a n t i t a t i v e .

se ek s

capable

from dif fe rent

of

studies
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with

different

analyses, and

approaches,

even different

(This paragraph is a

different

statistical

variables being

summary of a lengthy

measured.

section to be

found in Glass et al., 1981, pp. 21-24.)
Other investigators

have criticized

Kulik (1984) argued that including
outcome measures

causes bias

meta-analysis.

studies with multiple

in the

data set.

advocated incorporating every finding or
new data

set of

transformed

given ten studies,
the researcher

would

points deriving
that the

one of

statistics.

one-third

multiple-representation

claiming that
what the

effect

criticized the

size

of the

be

of

the

effect

size,
about

Hedges

"fit" to determine

the

to

Yet

on

another criticism— this

a

has

adequacy of

classify elements in meta

not associated with a particular
all studies

(1982)

in meta-analysis.

He suggested testing for

analysis.

especially

conceptual confusion

represents.

used

data

Kulik also expressed

categorization process

categories

new

Kulik explained

problem is

generalizability
there can

example,

five findings,

single study.)

troublesome in regression analysis.
confusion about

For

which reports

find

from a

(Glass

change into the

one general

and

critic— is inclusion of

topic, regardless

of

methodological

quality judged a. priori.
Bangert-Drowns (1984)

has provided

a comprehensive

study of the brief history of meta-analysis.

He reported
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that consensus

in

the field

meta-analysis

does

not

has

remove

agreed that
all

integrative reviews, it does give
traditional narrative methods.

factors.

Bangert-Drowns

in

meta-analysis :

clarify literature

four, and five tend to use
to determine
the five

has iden

one of two basic

use

of

reviews.

meta-analytic
Methods

three,

meta-analysis as data pooling

true population

methods appears

from

differentiated on four

Methods one and two represent

methods to

(1984)

subjectivity

greater precision than

tified five meta-analysis methods

differences

although

parameters.

as Appendix

A

summary of

D. Bangert-Drowns

found that the methods of Glass and Kulik are most

commonly used, that the Rosenthal and

Hedges methods are

rarely used, and that the Hunter and Schmidt method has
promise for wider use.
Appropriateness of Meta-Analysis
to the Present Study
As previously noted, traditional
methods

have

productivity

yielded

little

improvement

when

narrative analysis
applied

experiments

Meta-analysis is applicable because it is
choice, a

known

method

specific questions

not

yet

raised about

of

to

the

interest.

a logical next

tried to

answer

the

training variables

and

productivity outcomes.
The subject studies are a jumble of methods, statis
tics, and findings.

Fourteen

dependent variables are
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I nv ol ved.

Control

Me ta -ana ly sis
adapt

is

groups

to t h is d i v e r s i t y
T he r e s e a r c h

training

in the

t he

and

f i nd i n g s .

because

i nt e r e s t

allows st ati sti cal

n ot

e x is t.

te chniques

ways

design,

applica ble

streng th

may
its

c an

pr im ary d a t a .

probe

study

aff ect

or

because

qu estio ns

programs,

contin genc ies

ma y

appl i cab le

qu a nti fic ati on

of

pro perties

of

organizationa l

Me ta-a na lys is

is

t he

of

pr operties

description

of

type

and

of e ffe c t.

O ne

sel ectio n

cr iterio n

w as

t h at r e s u l t s be

f act

that q ua ntit ativ e

for

re po rted
data

t he

subjec t

experiments

in q u a n t i t a t i v e
exist

sugges ts

form.

The

quantit at ive

analys i s .

Method

Resea rch Desi gn and Proce dures

The
this

following

1.

U se a ll 48

2.

D e v e l o p ac o d i n g

both m eth od olog ical
subst an tive
(Glass

et

categories,
for

steps

are

n e c e s s a r y to

operationa lize

s tud y:
of the

ex perim ents
s ys t e m .

(experimental

(training
a l.,

1 98 1 ).

b ut e m p h a s i z e d

identifying

of

Coding

i n te r es t .
will

va riable -spe cific )
G la s s
t ha t

t he p r o p e r t i e s

offered
t he r e
to

i n clud e

desi gn-sp ecif ic)

sugg es tion s

is no c a n n e d

be c o de d .

a nd

ca tegories
for

method

Bangert-
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Drowns

(1984)

report ed

the r e v i e w e r
study

as

f in d i n g s .

application,
validity,

t ha t v a r i a b l e s

pot entia l

T h ey rep resen t

me th odo l ogi cal

dif feren ces

ecological
s u bj e c t s ,

differenc es,
and

t he o r i g i n a l
t he s t u d i e s .

5.

Co ndu ct st at isti cal

6.

Pre sent

descr ip tiv e
7.

Pr esen t

r esear ch

Sele ct ion

T he
f i rs t

of

(1981)

w il l

in to e f f e c t

sizes

Ext ract

to

for

effect

th e c o d i n g

t a bl e s,

meta

be used.

to p r e p a r e

each subgrou p

findings:

s t u d ie s'
T he

for
si ze

variables.
of e f f e c t

c h a r t s,

a nd

sta tistics.

e xpl ana tion

f ut ur e

of t he

analysis.

s tatis ti cs

s et t i n g ,

r ep o r t s .

required.

et al,

they co rre sp ond

su mma ry

be

in

for
a nd

26 -27 ).

analysi s
w il l

Glass

st ati sti cal

subgr ou ps.a s

tive

of

be t r a n s f o r m e d

a p pr opri ate

Pr epare

substeps

techniq ues

D a t a w il l

exper iment

controls
h is to r y ,

(pp.

C od e

in t r e a t m e n t

and

publ icati on
di ffer ence s

Read

analys is

in

i.e.,

4.

Several

by

so on

3.

f i n di ng s.

pr ese lecte d

of v a r i a b i l i t y

di ffere nces

di ffere nces

in

researcher,

are

dete rmina nts

co ncl usi ons
of

and

findings

or a p p l i c a t i o n

re comme ndat ions :
and

of

narra

re comm enda tions

for

f i n d in g s.

Studies

48 r e p o r t s

identified and

of

interest

c la ss ifi ed

in t hi s

di sse rt ati on

by Katzel l

et al.

we re

(1977)
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and Guzzo

and

Bondy

(1983).

The

reports

share

the

following characteristics:
(1) The reports were of experiments, defined
here as a planned change of some feature or
practice in a workplace with systematic obser
vation and measurement of the consequences of
the change.
(2) The results of the study
pertained to an objectively measured aspect of
productivity. (3) The experiment took place in
enduring organizations with missions to provide
goods or services and in which workers were
gainfully employed; thus, reports of simula
tions, laboratory studies, and research in
other than field settings were excluded.
(4)
Each was a publicly available report of a
productivity experiment carried out in the
United States. (5) the date of publication was
between 1971 and 1981, inclusive. (Guzzo et
al., 1985, p. 280)
In

addition,

instruction used
productivity.

each
as an

report

features

intervention

calculating an effect size.

sizes.

and

worker

It is anticipated that some of the reports

upon closer examination, may lack

will be coded

training

to improve

information needed for

In that case,

for variables but

such reports

will provide

no effect

(Guzzo et al., 1985, found only 98 usable reports

in an original group of 207.)
Productivity Measures
Outcomes will be reported
aspects of productivity:
tion.

These

measures,

as one of three

types or

output, withdrawal, and disrup
used by

Guzzo

et al.

(1985),

encompass the multiple criteria first established
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by

Katzell

quantity,
Wi th draw al
includes

et

al.

(1977).

product
includes

turnover

accidents,

a mi sc ella neou s

findings
and
Because

category,

it

Subs ta ntiv e

of t he

is o m i t t e d

Tr ai ning

the

low

h ere,

Di srupt ion
action,

Ka tzell

"attitudes"

Bond y dr opp ed

product

ef fec tiveness.

disciplinary

Although

on

includes

cost

and absent eeis m.

category.

three repor t

extension.

and

grievances,

s tu dy ,

Guzzo

Output

quality,

in

a nd

identified
t he

category

earlier
in

representation

t heir

of

this

as w ell.

Va riables

for C o d i n g

Tr ain ing Method

Three

met hods

s c h e me :

will

information

on-th e- job activities.
t he s e

ca tegories

ods.

Informat ion

enc e,

T-group,

role

activ ities

p l a yi n g,

re vi sion

and
job

f e e db a ck ,

of

cl ari fy coding
Model i ng

and

H o l v i a k 's
deci si on

the

groups

by Holviak

of m o r e

includes

i ns t r u c t i o n ,
film s.

c las sifica tion

simu lation,

defined

pro ces sin g

pr og ramm ed

i n c l ud e

perform ance

As

descr ibe

labo rator y training,
st ud y ,

co mprise
processing,

specif ic

lecture,

includes

in-basket exercises.

and

on -the- job

app rent icesh ips.

definit ions
ru le s

in

meth

confer

clos ed -ci rcu it

Sim ulatio n

rotation,

and

(1982),

is
the

TV,
c as e

On-the -job
c o a c hi ng ,
A

slight

app ro pria te
prese nt

to

stud y.

is c o d e d as a s i m u l a t i o n m e th o d .
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Training Objective
Training objectives
skill, or attitude.

(1981).

coded

these catego

to do it.

by Davies

what, when, who,

Skills are a matter of what

it, and when

knowledge,

operational definitions

Knowledge comprises

and dislike, how

as

affective domains,

been given

and where.

be

(1956) cogni

tive, psychomotor, and
ries have

will

Derived from Bloom's

how, why,

to do, how to do

Attitudes include what

much to like

and dislike, and

to like
when to

like and dislike.
Trainina TyPf,
A nine-element typology

suggested by

Tracey (1971)

is useful.

(1) Orientation of new employees is "designed

to provide

the

new employee

about the enterprise

that he can readily adjust to
productive" (p.

with

in as short

26).

(2)

In

(p. 27).

safety training

trade,

and

and

technical

other

programs

or supervisory personnel,
demonstrated or discussed"

(3) Trade and semiskills

clerks, typists,

information
possible so

the environment and become

"designed for either operative
correct safety procedures are

as much
a time as

training is "given to

people from

schools"

(p.

27).

high

schools,

Shopworkers

learning to use new equipment or materials also belong to
this category.

(4) Technical training "often involves
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short courses In particular technical
tion control, work

areas: ... produc

simplification ...

computer program

ming, [and! operations research" (p. 28).
dealer

training

Includes

product

skills, and sales promotion.
ing attempts
their

to

"change the

day-to-day

personnel and

(6)

customers"

(p.

of employees

with
28).

training is designed to develop

sales

Human relations train

behavior

relationships

(5) Sales and

knowledge,

both
(7)

In

enterprise

Presupervisory,

supervisory, human rela

tions, and leadership skills In those about to be promot
ed

to

supervisory

development

positions.

focuses

on

(8)

management

technicians for management roles.

Middle-management
theory

to

prepare

(9) Executive develop

ment continues to add skills to middle managers in prepa
ration for top
is classified
Intervention

management.
as
In

a

Since

separate

the

body

"presupervlsory training" will

"supervisory methods"

productivity
of

reports

be dropped as

improvement
at

hand,

a category

for training type In the proposed study, leaving eight of
Tracey's nine.
Trainer
Trainers will be classified as internal (an employee
of

the

organization)

organization).
made

to

or

external

(a

vendor

to

the

A subclassification of "internal" will be

include

line

manager, training specialist, or
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other (Tracey, 1971).

Manaqsmsnt. Inyal.y9ma.Tvt.
A critical element of
is

maintaining behavior acquired

during

training

1981).

Three forms of involvement, plus a "none" catego

ry, will be coded :

management

involvement

(1) involvement in

(Michalak,

training design,

including providing actual work problems and needs analy
sis data

(Michalak,

(Gallucci, 1983;
providing feedback
follow-up

1981);

(2)

serving as

Schonberger, 1986;
and

meetings,

training, assigning

a

follow-up, including

making

systematic

task forces

trainer

Tracey, 1971);

changes

to respond

(3)

conducting
after

to training

issues, and the like (Michalak, 1981).
Organizational Context Variables
Some elements

of the

organization

may affect

impact of training and instruction on productivity.

the
This

study will use the variables employed in the Guzzo et al.
(1985)

meta-analysis

in

order

to expand

the

findings

reported for the training intervention in general.
variables are organization
type of worker.
fewer employees),
(over

1000

categorized

Size

will be recorded as

medium (101-1000

employees).
as

size, organization

private

(for

small (100 or

employees) or

Organization

Those

type, and

type

profit),

large

will

be

government
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(including military)
healt h service).
manage rial

or

o t h er

Type

of w o r k e r

or p r o f e s s i o n a l ,

c l e r i c a l a nd

( no n - p r o f i t ,
will

e d uc a t i o n ,

be r e c o r d e d

blue -coll ar

labor,

as

s a les,

or

o f f ic e.

Res ear ch Design Va ria ble s

Aga i n,

to e x p a n d

t he s t u d y w i l l
weeks

u se

b et ween

dep end ent

end

a nd

groups

will

no nequi valen t

to t r a i n i n g

other

self-con trol s
Guzzo
of

wi th

et al.

work

of

des ign

of

variable

Compar is on
g r o up s,

th e

these

Guzzo

trainin g
(2)

use

be

and
of

th an
a

reco rd ed

of

co mp aris on
as

number

of w e e k s

tr ainin g and

p r e s e n t s t u d y to g e n e r a t e

t r ue

design.

of

control
subject

gr ou p ,

(Note

or

t h at

be tween beginn ing

R ecordi ng

m eas ure ment

data

of

g ro u ps .

groups

of t he e x p e r i m e n t a l

time -s erie s

(1985),

number

measure ment

ca teg orize d

that

al.
(1)

c o m p a r i s o n g r o u ps ,

int ervention and mea sur ement .

between end

et

variables:

t i me

w il l

on the e n d u r i n g

el apsed

a l l o w the
effects

of

t r a i n i n g .)

Si gni fic ance

If p a t t e r n s
criter ia

are

cont ri butio ns
in at

least
1.

T he

of

trainin g

f ound ,
to th e

of the

t h is
field

effects

study
of

Study

can

on

produ ct ivi ty

make

human resource

important
de vel opmen t

f ou r w ay s :
stu dy can guide

HRD p rofess iona ls

who mu st
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c r e a t e or h e l p c r e a t e t h e t ra lt U t ig

components o f pr od uc 

t i v i t y improvement programs in t h e i r own o r g a n i z a t i o n s .
2.

The

training
t he H R D

study

in
field

bott om -li ne

3.

w il l

to

4.

The

If no

fr om

which

st u dy

can

of m e a n i n g

diversity

an

it m a k e s

present

f ound,

Bondy's

of

improving pr oductivity.

cy:

of

proper

(Co oper,

the

1982).

the

trai ni ng

efficacy

st u dy will

(1983)

conclusion

can pr es ent ly

training

principle

existing

of

th e

us e

internal
Several

g e n e r a l i z a b i 1 ity s h o u l d

of

of the

no

d a ta,

at

st ud y

efficien
exten ding

approach es.

Study

m eta -a naly tic

v a l i d i t y of
threats

aimed

prop os ed

of r e s e a r c h

research

report
that

be e x t r a c t 

progra ms

by a ltern ative analysis

Limi ta tions

The

both

the

In a n y e ve n t,

important
use

kno wle dge

st ren gth en

improve-

for a g g r e g a t i n g

can serve

demo nstr ate

are

and

pat terns

demon st rat es

to d e m o n s t r a t e

c ontin ued

provide a model

data

patterns

t he

for

of

allow ing

in H R D r es e a r c h .

fo r G u z z o

discer nib le

it s t a nd s,

to p l a n

r ol e

programs,

a n d t he a c a d e m i c c o m m u n i t y ,

meta -a nal ysi s

ed

where

and

T he s t u d y w i l l

p r actit ione rs

t he c u r r e n t

improvement

asse ss

results,

trai ni ng e val ua tion

sup por t

cl arif y

pr od uct ivi ty

to

be m e n t i o n e d ,

method s

integrative
exte rnal

can

reviews

v a l i d i t y or

h ow ev e r .
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1.

Selection

bias

in

the

procedures used

for

compiling the subject studies. Of primary concern is the
criterion

that

the

studies

representative these studies

be

published.

are of the

Just

how

population (all

reports of productivity improvement experiments featuring
training and instruction) is questionable.
2.

Possible

findings and

away

(See Katzell

et

point.)

bias

toward

from

publishing

al., 1977,

Despite

this

for

a

potential

publishing

positive

negative

findings.

discussion of
bias,

it

is

this
still

possible for "reviews that claim only to characterize the
available findings [to] fulfill their purposes whether or
not publication

histories differentiate

their findings"

(Bangert-Drowns, 1984, p. 53).
3.
widely.

Context

of the

original

Reports come from

experiments may

vary

public, private, goods-

producing, and service-producing organizations.
4.

Cooper

researcher

is

(1982)
helpless

reports he or she studies.
will need
general

to be

noted

adjusted to

The

the

secondary

data

in

the

Perhaps categories and coding

characteristics

experimental design.

that

againstmissing

of

accommodate only
training

trade-off for

the possibility that nuances

the

program
such a

of meaning will

most
or

move is

be missed.

(Bangert-Drowns, 1984, cites some critics of meta
analysis who call this a methodological fault.)
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5.
Katzell and

Variance la coding decisions between the earlier
later

Guzzo

teams.

This concern

minimized by the clarity and completeness
Katzell group

defined its

may

be

with which the

decision rules,

but deserves

mention, nonetheless.
These and other limitations are to

be considered in

study design and in analysis and reporting of results.
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CHAPTER IV

Effect Sizes Overall
Effect sizes
subject

for

studies

each

were

dependent variable

calculated

according

in

all

to

the

guidelines and models provided by Glass, McGaw, and Smith
(1981).

Effect

researchers to
studies.

sizes

are a

common

combine statistical

metric that
findings of

allow
diverse

Numerically, they are a ratio of the difference

in mean performance of experimental and control groups to
the standard deviation
sizes

indicate

groups;

of the control.

stronger

negative

Positive effect

performance

by

sizes

indicate

stronger

study were

analyzed

effect

experimental

performance by control groups.
The 155
first as

a

effect sizes
total

corresponded to
unequal

cell

performed.

group,

the variables
sizes

when

1985).

presented

here.

Only

of

testing,

theory is
descriptive

This

more

subgroups

of interest.

analyzing

sampling distribution
al.,

in

analysis

Significance

tenuous practice

in this
then

as

variance
on

the

effect

they

Because of
was

sizes

statistics

is

because

insufficient (Guzzo

conservative

not

whole,

et

will

method

be
of

62
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analysis is advocated by Landman and Dawes (1982).
4 contains

summary

effect sizes.

statistics for

the

Subgroup statistics

Table

total group

will be

of

reported in

succeeding tables.
Table 4
Summary Statistics for All Effect Sizes

Frequency

Mean

155

0.67

Range
1.37

Combined, the effect
training
attempts.

interventions

15.19

sizes reflect the
in

productivity

strength of
improvement

Across all subject studies experimental groups

performed an

average of

.67

standard deviation

than their corresponding control groups.

better

In other words,

if mean performance of control groups on any productivity
criterion

was

100

with

experimental groups would
organization

sponsoring

performance return on
this magnitude could

Except for a

standard
tend to

deviation
score 106.7.

training

and

its investment, an
translate to

of

10,

To the
expecting

improvement of

considerable economic

single high value

of 14.75

which was

almost three times the next highest of 5.16, the effect
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sizes

tended

to

cluster

between

zero

frequency distribution for all effect
as

Figure

2.

This

distribution

strength and positive
reported

in

reported

cases

the

again

studies.

which

one.

supports

direction of training

subject
in

and

A

sizes is presented

training

Some
did

the

outcomes as
researchers
not

improve

performance, but most reported positive findings.

Magnitude of Effect Sizes
Figure 2.

Frequency Distribution for All Effect Sizes
Productivity Criteria

All studies
regardless of
sizes.

(Some

information to

were coded

whether
studies

their

for productivity
findings

lacked

allow effect

adequate

sizes to

criterion

produced

effect

statistical

be calculated

or

derived according to the Glass procedures employed.)
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Three productivity criteria were used;
product

quantity,

effectiveness;
absenteeism;

product

withdrawal.
and

output, Including

quality,
Including

disruption,

and

cost

turnover

and

including

accidents,

grievances, and disciplinary action.

These criteria are

typical human

measures.

resources

four-fifths of
studies

the

concerned

withdrawal

measures
output;

measures;

disruption

performance

presented in

one-fifth

concerned

than

one-tenth

concerned

If

representative of all training
entering

the

training

and

anticipate most professional

these

frequency

reported for

(number

the criterion)

studies

were

Interventions, a graduate
development
activity to

trainee or organizational output.
of coding

subject

nearly

fewer

measures.

Nearly

the

field

Table 5 is

of studies
and summary

could

revolve around
a display

with

findings

statistics for

all three criteria.
Table 5
Statistical Summary of Effect Sizes For
Productivity Criteria

Frequency
of Coding

Output

40

.68

1.49

15.14

Withdrawal

10

.57

.63

2.48
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Table 5— Continued

Criterion

Frequency
of Coding
4

Disruption

S£

Mean

.85

Strength

of

training

occurred when training was applied
in the workplace.
sizes)

makes

varied

among

mean effect sizes)

to combat disruptions

The small data base (only eight effect

this

Strength of effect

with findings in

interventions

Strongest effects (highest

2.83

.44

Note ; Frequency totals reflect studies
more than one criterion category.

criteria.

Range

finding
on output

questionable,
measures was

however.

a near-match

for the overall mean effect size, possibly because of the
concentration of

data

in

improvement appeared in

this category.

The

interventions aimed

weakest

at reducing

absenteeism and turnover, yet experimental groups in this
category still gained over half a standard deviation more
than controls.
Substantive Training Variables
Subject studies
training

variables.

were

coded

These

for eight

included

substantive

five

variables

usually under control of training developers or designers
and three variables of a contextual or given nature.

All
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studies were coded,
effect sizes.
report on

regardless o£ whether

In the event a study

the

dimension

or

•'unreported" designation
included training

level.

Contextual

given.

an

variables

objective,

trainer

management involvement

variables included

organization size

Effect sizes were extracted in

corresponding

within each variable.

question,

Design

training

type, and

and type and worker type.
subgroups

author had failed to

variable in

was

method,

type, training content

they produced

to

the

Results

coding

classification

will be reported

in this

section on a variable-by-variable basis.
Unreported information was
this part
Table 6,

of the
some

variables

study reports.

a continuing

meta-analysis.

As

problem in

is illustrated

were repeatedly

omitted

in
from

Nearly one author in three, for instance,

failed to identify the trainer in the training program as
Internal or external to

the organization.

every

to

five

neglected

organization.

The

multiplied by
analyze the

effect

total number in

155

sizes for

of

these

About
size

the

is unreported.

sizes

two in
of

the

omissions

is

classify and

category.

In

contribute ten effect sizes

variable, for

effect

the

inability to

the meta-analysis.

each time a variable
"Trainer Type"

impact

the subsequent

words, a study might

total

record

Those ten
In the

example, only

other
to the

are lost

case of the
114 of

the

were available for analysis— a
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twenty-seven percent

loss

in

efficiency.

The

missing

data problem is discussed in more detail in Chapter V.
Table 6
Coding Frequency for All Substantive Training Variables

Variable and Category

Coding Frequency

Training Method
Information Processing

24

Simulation

20

On-the-job

8

Unreported

2

Training Objective
Knowledge

15

Skill

34

Attitude

10

Unreported

1

Trainer
Internal - Training Specialist

7

Internal - Line Manager

8

Internal - Other

3

External

17

Unreported

15

Management Involvement
Design
Follow-up or Feedback

8
14
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Table 6— Continued

Variable and Category

Coding Frequency

Management Involvement
3
Combined Design and Follow-up
Unreported

3
28

Training Content Type
Technical

11

Executive (Management)

15

Trade and Semi-skills

3

Human Relations

9

Sales

2

Safety

3

Orientation

4
1

Organization size
Small

1

Medium

10

Large

17

Unreported

20

Organization Type
Private for-profit

26

Government

14

Private non-profit

6
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Table 6— Continued

Variable and Category

Coding Frequency

Organization Type
Unreported

2

Worker Type
Professional

7

Manager

21

Laborer

16

Clerical

2

Sales

3

Other

2

Note ; Duplication exists in counts when variables were
combined in a subject study.
Degign VaiLiables,
Training Method
Training

methods

were

classified

processing, simulation, or on-the-job.
relying on
T-group,

the

more

traditional

programmed

laboratory training, or
processing.

Programs

instruction,

as

lecture,

conference,

closed-circuit

films were coded
emphasizing

information

Training programs

case

TV,

as information
studies,

role
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plays, and in-basket exercises were
Those programs based

coded as simulation.

on job rotation,

on-the-job coach

ing, performance feedback, and apprenticeships were coded
as on-the-job.

In cases

where a combination

was used in

a single

training program,

was coded.

For example,

a study

of methods

the combination

including information

processing and simulation would have been
Summary statistics contain duplication

coded IP, SIM.

within categories

as a result of combined methods.
As

exhibited

effectiveness.

in
The

information processing
0.97,

Table

7,

more

traditional

methods

produced a

mean

had

varying

methods
effect size

of
of

almost twice that of simulation methods (0.48) and

nearly

three

training

and

one-half

programs.

This

refuel arguments about the

of

the

includes the 14.75
mean effect size
yields a

value.

corrected

processing of

(One

information

by 0.23.
mean

0.74, still

that

of

on-the-job

difference

may

effectiveness of traditional,

classroom-based instruction.
dispersion

times

substantial

This

may

note

processing
value does

Omitting the
effect

size

that

the

category
inflate the

outlying value
for

a considerable

information
increase over

the other two methods.)
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Table 7

Statistical Summary of Effect Sizes for Training Method

Method

Mean

Freq.

Information
Processing

0.97

2.11

15.07

55

Simulation

0.48

0.64

3.29

83

On-the-job

0.28

0.40

1.49

33

Note ;
Includes
methods.

duplication

Although the simulation
not produce such

Standard deviation

other words,

methods did
magnitude of

deviations

as Indicated
of

for Information

(1.00, omitting the

0.64

relying on

expect less fluctuation In the

by their

and

0.28.

processing was

single outlier for

a trainer

combined

effects, the

less variable,

standard

from

and on-the-job

strong mean

their effects was
respective

resulting

2.11

comparison).

these methods

In

could

performance outcomes than

when relying on Information processing methods.
Training Objective
Primary training objectives were coded as knowledge,
skill, or attitude.
objectives

were

As In the

sometimes

training method category,

combined

In

the

programs
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described In the subject studies,

Duplication exists In

the statistical summaries as a result.
It may have been predictable that the highest coding
frequency for training objectives occurred
category (57%;

see

Table

6).

in the skills

Improving

productivity

on-the-job might imply skills improvement.

Yet the most

frequent objective was not the strongest performer.
Summary

statistics

presented in Table 8.
effect

size

experimental

of

for

1.34— a

groups

training

The knowledge

of

comparative
one

objective

are

category had a mean

and

advantage

one-third

for

standard

deviations over controls. By contrast, skills objectives
produced a mean
standard

effect size

deviation.

of 0.48--nearly

Attitude

objectives

effective, producing mean effect size

for knowledge

size remains nearly

were

the extreme value

measures, the

double that of

less

of 0.28— just over

one-fourth a standard deviation. (When
is disregarded

one-half a

mean effect

skill measures— 0.97

compared to 0.48.)
Table 8
Statistical Summary of Effect Sizes for Training
Objective

Objective

Mean

SD.

Range

Freq.

Knowledge

1.34

2.50

14.93

36
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Table 8— Continued

Objective

Mean

SD

Skill

0.48

0.60

3.29

119

Attitude

0.28

0.55

1.96

36

Freq.

Ra„,e

Note ; Includes duplication because of combinations
objectives in a single training program.
As in the training methods
occurred in the

category, more variation

knowledge subgroup

standard deviation of 2.5

of

of effect

sizes;

a

and a range of 14.93, compared

to standard deviations of 0.60 and .55 and ranges of 3.29
and 1.96 for skills and attitudes, respectively.
(Standard deviation

for

knowledge

measures reduces

to

1.14 with the extreme value omitted.)
Trainer Tvoe
Training developers or
the trainer

for a

studies in

which trainer

internal and
Table 6).

half

managers can

program.

In fact,

type was

external

to

usually choose
for the

subject

reported, half

the

organization

were
(see

The question of interest is whether it makes a

difference in the training's effectiveness if the trainer
is

an

employee

Furthermore, if

the

(internal)
trainer

or
is

not

(external).

internal, is

there

a

difference in effectiveness among training specialists.
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line

managers,

project

or

directors

other
in

the

internal

trainers

cases

represented

Table 9 displays the statistical summary

(special
here)?

o£ effect sizes

for this variable.
Table 9
Type

Statistical Summary of Effect Sizes for

Trainer

Type

Freq.

Mean

SD

Tr. Specialist

0.43

1.50

1.73

12

Line Manager

0.30

0.60

2.69

33

0.85

0.66

2.24

7

All Internal

0.38

0.61

2.79

52

External

0.77

1.88

15.07

62

Internal

Training
provided an
standard
groups.

programs

taught

advantage of

deviation

(0.77)

This mean effect

the average

for

all

by

just over
for

external

experimental

size was almost

internal

trainer

(When the extreme value is omitted,

trainers

three-fourths of

a

training

exactly twice
groups

(0.38).

the mean effect size

for external trainers drops to 0.54— still a 42% increase
over the mean for internal trainers.)
Within the internal trainer classification, low
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frequency of effect sizes for the training specialist and
"other"

classifications

Nonetheless,

it

performance came not
managers, but
mean effect

make

should

be

that

questionable.
the

strongest

from training specialists

from "others,"
size

findings

noted

of 0.85

special project

compared

to

and line
managers:

0.43 and

0.30,

respectively.
More

variation

appears

measures--l.88 versus 0.61.

in

the

external

(When the extreme

trainer
value is

disregarded, however, the standard deviation for external
trainers drops

to

0.58, almost

identical

to that

for

internal trainers.)

Training Çgntent
A wide variety of

training content is

available to

the training developer attempting to improve productivity
in the workplace.
studies

were

technical,

The programs described

coded
human

into

the

relations,

in the subject

following

categories;

orientation,

executive, trade and semi-skills, and sales.
shows,

four

of

unrepresented by
shows the

these

distribution

effect size

seven

effect

cell

sizes
of

categories

were

for analysis.

subject

frequencies.)

The

safety,

As Table 10

studies,

almost
(Table 6

not

just

disproportionately

large number of effect sizes deriving from mid-management
training

programs

(over

half

the

total available for
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analysis) and the

subsequent few

effect sizes

in other

categories make these findings questionable.
Table 10
Statistical Summary of Effect Sizes for Training Content

Training Content

Mean

SD

Ra„,e

Executive

1.00

1.96

14.98

68

Technical

0.36

0.45

1.52

21

Human Relations

0.88

0.58

2.24

16

Orientation

** single value of 0.58 **

Safety

0.59

0.22

0.63

Trade & Semi-skills

0.60

0.27

0.79

5

0.62

0.05

0.16

8

Strongest training effects were
content.

Over

all

managers trained
control groups
effects were

results

in
by

also

in

full standard

found

for human

subject

studies,

out-performed

deviation.
relations

content— experimental group performance
group performance by 0.88

6

found for executive

the

experimental groups

a

Preq.

Strong
training

exceeded control

standard deviation.

Technical

training, on the other hand,

produced comparatively weak

effects— a mean

of

although

effect size

questionable

0.36.

Strong

effects,

for lack of data, were also found
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for the other
trades and

four content areas;

semi-skills, and

tended to cluster at
deviation, a little

orientation, safety,

sales.

Mean effect

about three-fifths of
below the

sizes

one standard

overall mean

effect size

reported earlier for the composite.
When the extreme value

is omitted, the

size for executive training content drops
corrected mean is slightly

mean effect

to 0.79.

less than the mean

relations training, suggesting

This

for human

that the strength

of the

two types of content may be quite similar.
Although

executive

strong effects,

training

these effects

than effects from human

content

tend to

disregarded,

executive effect
the extreme

the

standard

sizes remains

value.)

produce
erratic

relations, technical, or

the other content areas examined. Even
value is

may

be more

All

any of

when the extreme

deviation

at 1.01

other content

of

the

(1.96 including
areas

produce

tightly clustered effect size distributions with standard
deviations of 0.58 or below.
trainers

could

improvement in

expect

This analysis suggests that

predictably

executive

training,

but

strong

overall

that

specific

programs would be likely to vary in strength of success.
Management Involvement
Training designers

and

developers can

incorporate

line managers into training programs in several ways.
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The training

programs described

in the

subject studies

were coded for type of involvement of direct supervisors:
serving as
follow-up
design

trainer,
to

phase,

assistance.

providing

trainees,
and

scheduled

providing

combined

feedback

information

design

Because study authors failed

and

and

in

the

follow-up

to report type

of management involvement in many cases, about one-fourth
of the effect sizes were lost to this analysis.
displays

summary

statistics

for

the

Table 11
management

involvement variable.
Table 11
Statistical Summary of Effect Sizes For
Type of Management Involvement

Mean

an

Feedback or Follow-up

0.38

0.46

1.86

69

0.54

0.62

2.63

27

0.86

0.35

0.89

4

0.42

0.40

1.73

14

Combined Design
and Follow-up

Few

dramatic

differences

in

consistency of training effects are
types of management
studies.

Range

Freq.

Involvement Type

either

strength

or

noticeable among the

involvement reported in

the subject

The single exception is the high mean effect
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size for managers

serving as trainers— 0.86.

is based

four values,

on only

viewed with

caution.

Involving them
points.

however, so

Involving

phase of training appears
either

lowest mean effects.

it must

managers in

the

potent than

training or

involvement

Slightly more

only

be

the design

to have been more

after

Post-training

This mean

at

both

yielded

the

variation in outcome

occurred with design involvement.
Contextual Variables
Following the precedent set by Guzzo et al. (1985),
subject

studies

were

coded

variables : organization
worker type. These

size,

for

three

variables are

with

design

for

variables,

improving
summary

type,

not manipulable

training designer but may contribute to
training intervention

contextual

organization

and
by a

the success of a
productivity.

data

are

As

presented

variable by variable.
Qr.qani action

Organization size

was

than 100 employees), medium
large (more

than 1000

classified

as small

(100 to 1000

employees).

Because of

information in the subject studies, only

(fewer

employees), or
missing

96 effect sizes

were available for this analysis— a loss in efficiency of
38%.

Table

12

presents

statistical

results

for
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available effect sizes extracted for each classification.

Statistical Summary of Effect Sizes
For Organization Size

Classification

Mean

SD

Range

Small

2.19

3.89

14.75

Medium

0.68

0.57

2.79

44

0.74

1.10

5.34

40

Although few effect
one study,

results must,
instruction

sizes, all

were available
therefore,

for
be

interventions

of which

Preq.

12

came from

small organizations
questioned,

appear

and

training

and

to

have

been

very

successful

in

small

organizations.

With

all

data

included,

experimental

training

groups

in

small

organizations out-performed controls by over two standard
deviations.

Removing

corrected mean
1.05, still

a third

mean effect

size for

variation was
organizations;

the

effect size
of a

extreme
for

value

standard deviation

large organizations

also present
however,

drops

the

small organizations

in effect

excluding

the

to

above the

(0.74).

More

sizes from

small

extreme

value

lowers the standard deviation from 3.89 to 0.97.

This
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corrected figure

Is

slightly

less

than

the

standard

deviation for large organizations (1.10)>
In other words,
found In small

strongest Improvement

organizations.

next, and medium-sized
is deceptive,
weakest

groups was
controls.

for

average

two-thirds a
Consistency

even

effects were

organizations came

organizations were

however,

effects

Large

third.

in the

performance

of

with

experimental

standard deviation

was greatest

Place

setting

better than

among effect

sizes

from medium-sized organizations.
Pma,hi.z.
at_i_qn .Type
Organizations were

coded

governmental, and other.
frequently included

hospitals.

study authors fail to
(see Table 6).

as

private

for

profit,

The "other" classification most
In

only

identify the type

Summary statistics

two cases

did

of organization

for organization type

appear in Table 13.
Table 13
Statistical Summary of Effect Sizes
For Organization Type

Organization Type

SD

Range

Freq.

Private

1.11

1.94

14.83

66

Governmental

0.38

0.52

2.24

52
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Table 13— Continued

Organization Type

Mean

SD

Other (e.g., hospitals )

0.31

0.32

Private

for

profit

produced

the

1.11 standard deviations

removing the extreme

roughly

21

Experimental groups exceeded

control groups by an average of

values represent

Preq.

1.32

organizations

strongest training effects.

(0.90, corrected by

Range

a

value).

These

three-fold (two-fold,

when

corrected) Improvement over performance

In government or

other

highest

settings.

Variation

was

also

In

the

private setting (standard deviation of 1.94, corrected to
0.97).

Relatively

large

and

similar

frequencies

for

private and governmental classifications lend credence to
these findings.

Type
Trainees were classified by type
job titles : professional,
sales.

As

would be

according to their

manager, labor,

expected, given

clerical, or

the prevalence

of

mid-management content in subject training programs noted
above, almost half

the effect

analysis refer to managers.

sizes available

for this

Very little Information was
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available £or

clerical

or

sales

contains a statistical summary

trainees.

Table

of effect sizes

14

for this

variable.
Table 14
Statistical Summary of Effect Sizes
For Worker Type

Worker Type

Mean

SD

Range

Preq.

Manager

0.98

1.86

14.98

76

Professional

0.07

0.25

1.32

33

0.67

0.49

2.24

30

0.62

0.05

1.30

9

Sales
Clerical

they

**

single value

When experimental groups

of managers

posted

productivity

improvements

standard deviation better

than those of

(Correcting by

the

effect

size

excluding
for

managers

strongest effect for
were also

observed

performance in

0.70 *■

were trained,
almost

extreme value,

falls

to

0.80,

all worker types.)
for

labor— hourly

a

full

control groups.
the

mean

still

the

Strong effects
employees— whose

experimental groups

outstripped controls

by two-thirds a standard deviation.

Professionals in the

subject studies were most often

aides

or

others in the
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health care

field

organization

(see

type

employees was

in

one

the

the

Training
as a

of

of

those

sales

of

these

productivity

for all variables,
performance— a

experimental

0.07 standard deviation.

clerical and
for

classification

weakest

improvement

over controls of only

questionable

13).

Of all subgroups

demonstrated

minimally positive

data for

Table

singularly ineffective

improvement tactic.
this

the "other"

groups makes

classifications,

groups
Lack of
results

despite

the

apparent strong showing for sales trainees.
Consistency of
types.

results

also

varied among

trainee

Training for managers was most variable (standard

deviation of

1.86; 0.96

Training for sales

corrected

for extreme

and professionals was

(standard deviations

of

0.05

and 0.25,

That is to say for professionals,

value).

least variable
respectively).

at least, that results

tended to be not just low, but consistently low.
Study Design Variables
Subject studies were coded for two design variables:
(1) number

of

weeks

between

training

completion

and

measurement of dependent variable and (2) type of control
group employed.

All studies

were coded,

regardless of

whether they contained sufficient statistical information
to produce effect sizes.

It is important to

note again

that the generalizability of this meta-analysis is to
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published

studies.

Methodological

characteristics

o£

studies may contribute to differences in effect sizes.
Elapsed time

between training

and measurement

was

coded in six-month or twenty-six week blocks spanning two
years.

No

point.

Comparison groups were coded as true control with

study

reported

random selection; other

a

measurement

training, in

beyond

this

which experimental

groups were compared with controls receiving another sort
of training or

method of training;

nonequivalent, where

matching or convenience produced control groups; self
comparison, in which trainees were compared against their
own performance
which

the

in a

researcher

time series
employed

design; and
no

none, in

comparison

group.

(There were no effect sizes for the three studies with no
comparison group.)

Summary statistics for the two design

variables appear in Table 15.
Table 15
Statistical Summary of Effect Sizes
For Study Design Variables

Variable and
Category

Coding
Frequency

Range

Preq.

Elapsed Time
in Weeks
0-26

23

0.52

0.67

3.29

69

27-52

10

0.61

1.08

5.45

40
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Table 15— Continued

Variable and
Category

Coding
Frequency

Mean

SD

Range

Preq.

3.74

14.75

13

Elapsed Time
in Weeks
53-78

3

2.14

79-104

2

0.63

Unreported

(two values only)

10

Comparison Group
True Control

8

0.36

0.34

1.74

35

Other Training

6

1.27

1.45

5.13

14

Nonequivalent

17

0.28

0.41

1.89

61

Self-Comparison

14

0.96

0.81

2.94

43

None

3

These

data

(No effect sizes)

suggest

that

actually increased over time.

training

most frequently-used immediate measurement
six months after
This was

a

the training

consistent

relatively small

effect sizes. The
months and a year

deviation

for the

period, up to

was completed,

measurement,

standard

effectiveness

Mean effect size

was 0.52.

indicated
of

0.67

by

the

over

69

forty measurements taken

between six

after training produced a

mean effect

size of 0.61 with standard deviation of 1.08.

After a
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year, mean effect size increased to

2.14 (1.09, when the

extreme value is omitted) with standard deviation of 3.7 4
(0.90, corrected

for

studies incorporated

the

extreme value).

measurements

in

eighteen months time block, so the

Two

studies

three

year

to

thirteen effect sizes

analyzed represented a small portion of
of studies.

Only

the one

included

the total number

measurements

after eighteen months, but they produced

taken

only two effect

sizes— too little data for analysis.
Methodological

differences

reflected differences

in

effect

among

the

sizes.

studies

Nonequivalent

comparison groups and true control groups under-performed
experimental groups by just over one-fourth and one-third
standard

deviation,

greater for

respectively.

experimental groups

own performance:

mean effect size

almost a full standard
appeared

between

deviation.

experimental

Differences

were

compared against

their

for self-controls was
Strongest differences
and

control

groups

receiving two types or methods of training— 1.27 standard
deviations mean effect size.

(This mean was derived from

only fourteen

produced by

effect

Measurements were more

sizes

consistent for the

six

studies.)

more rigorous

designs, as indicated by the smaller standard deviations.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Summary
This study has

been a meta-analysis

published reports of field experiments
and instruction

programs were

improve worker productivity.
were the basis
disruption.

of forty-eight

in which training

used as

interventions to

Three productivity criteria

of measurement:

output,

withdrawal, and

Three research questions were explored:

what were the effects
of the three

of training interventions

productivity criteria;

(2) how

(1)

on each

did effect

sizes differ according to categories of eight substantive
training

variables;

(3)

how

did

effect

sizes

vary

according to two study design variables?
Summary statistics calculated
effect

sizes

indicated

that

associated

with

training

programs

overall improvement
over

control

deviation.

of

group

for all

subgroups of

variable

experimental
performance

Training interventions to

categories

contributed
group
of

0.67

to

an

performance
standard

improve disruption

measurements were most successful; however, a shortage of
data cast doubt on the reliability of this finding.

Mean

effect size for the output criterion was a near-match for
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the overall

mean

effect

size;

mean

effect

size

for

withdrawal was a tenth of a standard deviation less.
The

training

design

parameters

of

information

processing method, knowledge objective, external trainer,
executive training content, and

line manager involvement

in design, were associated with strongest effect sizes in
the subject

studies.

with strongest
100

employees)

Contextual

effect sizes

variables

included small

organizations,

organizations, and managers

private

as the

associated
(fewer than
for-profit

training recipients.

In all cases, consistency of measures did not necessarily
follow strength.
Strongest mean

effects

were

associated

design variables of longer elapsed
end

and

criterion

measurement

receiving other training.

with

the

time between training
and

comparison

groups

(The "other training" category

lacked data and was followed in strength by self
comparison

groups.)

More

rigorous

comparison

designs were associated with considerably

group

lower but more

consistent measurements.
Missing data in

the original

reports substantially

reduced the number of effect sizes available for analysis
in the cases of several variables.
Conclusions
Conclusions will be drawn for each of the three
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research questions.
be

considered

In

in

each Instance,

the

context

of

conclusions will
previous

relevant

integrative research.
Strength of Training as a Productivity
Improvement Intervention
Training appears

to

productivity improvement

be

overall mean

effect

size

studies.

In

other

words,

reported

in

the

criterion

used,

of

0.67

an

48

training

were

two-thirds a

in

study found

in the

regardless
who

intervention

This

over all

studies,
workers

performance about

a useful

efforts.

of

subject
programs

productivity

trained

improved

standard deviation

more

than their comparison groups.
Although

the

specific

numbers

and

analytic

techniques differ between the present study and the Guzzo
et al. (1985) study, findings are similar enough to offer
strong evidence

that

training

can,

in

fact,

make

a

substantial contribution to improved worker productivity.
The Guzzo

group

used

slightly different

meta-analytic

techniques to compare training interventions to ten other
psychologically-based interventions in 98
(including those

analyzed

herein).

usable studies

They

reported

an

overall average effect size of 0.78 for training.
Furthermore,
successful

when

training
applied

is
against

likely
certain

to

be

more

productivity
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critecLa.

Findings

slightly from those
and

his

£or

the

present

reported by

associates

found

study

the Guzzo

strongest

differed

team.

training

Guzzo
effects

against output measures; in this study, strongest effects
were found against disruption measures.

Lack

of data In

both studies make conclusions tenuous for both disruption
and withdrawal,
support

in

however.

the

results

There
of

is,

this

therefore,
study

for

some
Guzzo *s

findings.
Curiously, the
Intervention

order of

applied

strength

against

the

of the

three

training

productivity

criteria found in this study matches exactly the order of
strength of all eleven psychological interventions In the
Guzzo study.

The contradiction posed

training's Impact and
impact may
clarify

agreement on

indicate need

whether

by disagreement on
overall Intervention

for further

differences

In

investigation
findings

to
are

methodological or substantive in nature.
Substantive Training Variables
This study departed from the
the

point

of

exploding

"training" Into component
determine whether patterns
In

the

subject

parameters.

the

Guzzo meta-analysIs at
intervention

category

variables. The Intent
of meaning

studies as

regards

was to

were discoverable
training

program

It Is possible that more questions were
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raised than answered by this procedure.
Training variables were

subdivided into a

five generally under the control of
or designer

and three

tempting to take a
findings.

of

group of

a training developer

a contextual

nature.

cut-and-paste or formula

It

is

approach to

That is, given that strongest training effects

were found for

information processing

method, knowledge

objective, external trainer, executive

training content,

and line manager involvement in design, one interpreta
tion might be that
all

cases.

this set of parameters

Similarly,

small

is optimal in

private

organizations training their managers would

for-profit
appear to be

an optimal context.
No interpretation

could be

more dangerous

disregarding of the research design.
remember that

variables

simultaneously.
joining

were

It

examined separately,

variables

unless

there

is

a

logical

between them.

study would not direct

a training manager to

improvement

Nor would

apply only

knowledge objectives,

they direct

internal training

Much more must be learned about
of

variables,

criteria,

Findings of

projects

solutions.

dissolve the

not

Any conclusions must, therefore, exclude

supportable connection

productivity

or more

is important to

and

and
this

attack all

with

training

that same

manager to

to train
department,

managers, to
and so

on.

the complex interactions
contexts

before

such
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directives would be valid.
Design Variables
Many of the

findings of

those of Burke and

of 70 reports of managerial
of

content,

the present

Day (in press).

method,

study support

Their meta-analysis

training addressed questions

and

overall

effectiveness

of

managerial training.
First,

Burke

and

Day

relatively low popularity

found

that

among training

despite

its

directors (cf.

Carroll et al., 1972; Newstrom, 1980), the lecture method
was

effective

against

both

subjective

(self-reports of on-the-job-behavior after
objective

learning

criteria.

available to allow Burke
the effectiveness

of

processing method,

effects in

the

By
which

found to correspond

Insufficient

and Day to draw

the

on-the-job behavior.

comparison,
capitalizes

present

study.

data

were

conclusions on

lecture method

to the strongest

methods were linked with

behavior

training) and

on

the
on

objective
information

lecture,

was

worker performance

Information

processing

higher performance improvements

than either simulation or on-the-job

methods.

effects recorded

objective

behavior

those of

Burke and

measures, these

are

predominantly

findings supplement

Day and provide support for the

Since the

effectiveness of lecture

and similar Information processing methods of training.
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It

Is

Important

to

population in the Burke
in the present
managers,

study were a

with

from

different

many

other

information processing

with this

group, they

groups.

Further,

however,

managers may

be substantially

other worker

groups.

For

of

instance,

ranks found

in

subject

ratings

performance.

training, study

the 48

substantial

ratings

authors concluded

improved

supervisor

criteria of

note.

ratings

in

those for

most

common

or supervisory
supervisor

improved

after

criterion for

Such ratings inject
Just

how

comparable

to

more

objective

such as

increased

are

manufacturing plant is

weakness

for

that a

productivity improvement

production in a
potential

subjective

all

improvement

studies was

If

improved productivity was satisfied.
a

most potent

the

among managerial

and

workers.

potent for

different from

measure for improvement

of

of workers—

American

be most

measures

the

experiences

methods are

may not

the

that

the plurality

special group

presumably

educational levels
Even if

note,

and Day study and

meta-analytic

debatable.
techniques

This
and

implications for the present study are addressed again in
a later section of this chapter.
Second, Burke and Day
areas of

managerial

training

was

on-the-job.

found that among

training

effective

in

the content

studied, human

relations

improving objective results

Although executive (or management) training
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content and human

relations training content

separately in the present study, both
associated
sizes of

with
a

strong

full

positive

standard

management training overall
for

human

relations

content areas were

effects— mean

deviation for
and 0.88

training

were coded

effect

executive

or

standard deviation

content.

Just

as

the

present study has exploded "training" into components for
study, the

Burke

training."

As with training method, the findings of both

and

Day

study

exploded

studies are consistent with respect
although the

previous study

"management

to training content,

provided a

finer level

of

analysis.
Results of

the

study at

hand

suggest that

human

relations training may lead to strong results across many
worker

types

in

addition

analysis research

would

ascertaining the degrees
different jobs.

It

to

managers.

contribute

little in the

Perhaps
this

of human relations

may be that

pervasive in job skills that there
to improve, or it

to

job
by

required by

human relations

are so

is always opportunity

may be that certain

way of human

issue

relations.

jobs require very
Workers

in such

jobs would not be predicted to make great improvements in
their job

performance

Offering human relations

after

human relations

training to such

training.

workers would

be ineffective.
Finally, Burke and Day concluded that more research
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is needed on the

experience o£ the trainer

effectiveness.

Findings

from the

suggest

trainers

external

that

organization

are

effects than

those who

vendors may find

associated
are

present meta-analysis
to

with

the

in those

supervisors

as

Line

managers

necessarily

used

however,
serving

reporting

trainers.

because
as

of

them,

This

on

The

when direct
result

insufficient

trainers

to

and

results!

study appears to be

were

training

Consultants

one exception from this

questionable,

sponsoring

stronger

Internal.

marketing fuel

and training

is

data.

of

workers

not

the

whole,

had

lackluster training effectiveness.
Many questions

for

further

research

are

raised;

what accounts for the difference between effectiveness of
external and internal
differences between
internal trainers;
sanctions,

trainers; what are
programs presented

who

requests,

presented by each type

in
or

the observable
by external

the sponsoring
supports

of trainer?

external trainers

are better

assuming similar

backgrounds

training
It is

and

organization
programs

possible that

trainers, but

not likely,

and experience.

Programs

may be different, with those of vendors more polished and
tried.

Training

authority

levels

difference,
imported

by

requested
in

assuming
top

the

or

external

management.

sanctioned

organization
trainers

at

may

higher
make

a

may

often be

These and other

possible
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explanations can only be validated by research.
Burke and Day did

not address the issues

of direct

supervisory involvement in training design, delivery, and
follow-up or training objective.
study

suggest

managers in

that

the

training

design

Results

phase

follow-up activities

or combined

content is

to

can

involve
expect

them in either

design and

follow-up.

more accurately

adapted or

customized to fit the particular work
manager contributes

who

of training

better training results than by involving

Perhaps training

of the present

designers

design.

situation when the

Perhaps

post-training

behaviors have been approved and

anticipated by managers

during design,

tacit reinforcement

prompting for
attitude.

leading to
the

newly

more

learned knowledge,

skill,

or
or

These conjectures need research attention.

A rather surprising conclusion of this study is that
knowledge objectives

in training

with stronger productivity

skill or attitude objectives.
convenient point

for

consistencies between

seem to

be associated

improvements than

are either

This conclusion provides a

drawing

of

the

the Burke

together several
and Day

study and

the

subject

studies

reporting

present study.
The

number

management
traditional,

of

training

programs, the

information

processing

lecture, and the effectiveness

of

effectiveness
methods

knowledge

such

on
of
as

objectives
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seem to fit a pattern.
mediated by

It is possible that findings were

learning preferences,

past experiences

other characteristics of the trainees.
in the

subject

studies are

abstract terms and base
information and

accustomed

knowledge,

they

for

either professionals

have

Three

been

times as

executive or management

technical content;

managers were identified in

in

degree on

may simply

to them.

many effect sizes were found for
content as

to learning

their actions to some

responding to methods familiar

and

If most managers

over

twice as

the worker type

or laborers.

The sheer

many

variable as
volume of

management training represented in the studies makes this
explanation plausible.
As
ratings

mentioned
of

previously,

performance

productivity improvement
this finding.

may

as

also

That is, knowledge of

might influence
real question

subjective

taken

supervisor
is

whether

ignition systems would

ratings
knowledge

have contributed

in an automobile

factory.
across

for managers.
of the

to

worker

The

theory

of

line output

Further investigation
varied

of

a management theory

influence production

design variables

supervisor

indicators

of the

populations

is

recommended.
Contextual Variables.
Conclusions

for

the

contextual

variables.
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organization size and type and worker type, relate to the
Guzzo et al. (1985) meta-analysis
study and the

present one

described above.

share both

That

consistencies and

inconsistencies with respect to organization context most
receptive

to

successful

productivity

improvement

interventions.
The

Guzzo

variables for

team

all

reported

eleven

findings

on

contextual

interventions combined;

study reported findings for training only.

this

Findings were

similar for organization size, different for organization
type, and

mixed for

type

studies indicated that
most

success

from

regardless of the
of the present
large and
drawn in

Results of

attempts

improve

productivity,
The findings

medium-sized
the previous

to

both

could expect

intervention technique.

study were

contradictory to

organizations.

as organization

for training

Guzzo's for

The

meta-analysis, that

effectiveness decreases
must be questioned

of worker.

small organizations

conclusion
intervention

size increases,

interventions.

Guzzo's

group found governmental organizations more responsive to
interventions than either

private for-profit

non-profit organizations.

This conclusion,

questioned

interventions,

for

training

findings of the present study.
that business and industry
the

training

or private
too, must be

based

on

the

These findings indicated

got a substantial

investment— about

three

times

return for
that

of
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governmental or

non-profit organizations.

Both studies

agreed that managerial workers tended to produce greatest
rewards

from

training or

productivity

otherwise.

improvement

Sales

both studies. But the studies
of interventions

for

interventions,

personnel ranked

high in

disagreed on effectiveness

laborers:

training

interventions

appeared to be very effective for this group, contrary to
Guzzo's findings for all interventions combined.
The apparent discrepancies

between findings

of the

Guzzo study and this one may not be discrepancies at all.
It

is

possible

that

effectiveness
peculiarities

training

based
not

on

has

peculiarities

organization

shared

by

improvement interventions.

other

of

context,
productivity

Research questions

are thus

raised for behavioral scientists in many related fields.
Study Psslqn..yac,UbIfis

Conclusions

for

study

training meta-analysis are
the

Guzzo

meta-analys is

including training.
smaller when

In

both

true controls

groups were used.

design

for

eleven

instances,

approaches

or

being compared.

the

interventions,

Interestingly, strongest

interventions
were

in

those in

effects

or nonequivalent

all interventions and for training,
contrasting

variables

almost identical to

were

comparison
effects for

alone, occurred when
different

training

Self-comparisons were
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associated with the next highest effects.
Differences appeared
measured over

time.

weakening

effects

of

increased

between

the

for

all

data

of

effects

a

general

interventions
of

as

time

intervention

and

This finding was

Less

measurement intervals

strength

team reported

beginning

measurement of effect.
training study.

in

Guzzo's

reversed in the

was available

increased, but

as

only at

training
the 18-24

month interval was there insufficient data for analysis.
If it is valid, the trend
prolonged

periods

of

for stronger effects over

time

could

have

important

implications for HRD professionals projecting the pay
back or

economic

program can be
years, it may
apparent trend

gain

of

a

training program.

expected to pay
leap in value
should

be

If

dividends for up

to the

organization.

investigated further

a

to two
This

through

longitudinal or time-series analysis.
Limitations of the Study
Several
mentioned.

limitations

of

Some limitations

this

study

should

are specific to

while others are more general and

be

the study,

apply to meta-analysIs

as a research methodology.
First, some
criteria for
this one) are

studies which

inclusion into
not

meet

all the

a meta-analysis

represented

selection
(including

in the final statistical
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analysis

because

information to
derived:

they

lack

allow effect

sufficient

sizes to

be calculated

means are omitted; standard

reported; exact values
(see Appendix C).

of test

any

effect

statistics are

Similarly, insufficient

information.

sizes

associated

It is impossible, for

or

deviations are not

program design or study parameters mean
of

statistical

left out

reporting of

loss to analysis

with

the

missing

example, to quantify

effects of internal or external trainers if the author of
the subject
trainer.

study

has

omitted

a

description

Loss of representation from

affect findings

and

research efficiency

conclusions.
is

incurred

of

the

either source may

An obvious

loss

by meta-analysts

of
when

they face such gaps in primary information.
Second, variable
sizes

makes

procedures for

direct

numerical

calculating effect

comparisons

Comparisons

trends and generalities.

This limitation was encountered

when comparing findings of
Guzzo meta-analysis,
findings could be
in mean

effect

and

may be

between

meta-analyses difficult.

the Burke and Day
the

present

discussed rationally,
sizes

were

generally

reduced to

study, the

study.

General

but differences
presumed

to

be

computation artifacts.
Third, this
selection
indicating

meta-analysis carries

bias. Nearly
superior

the threat

of a

all effect sizes were positive,

performance

of experimental groups
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over controls.
published.

Rarely were anything

This

potential

generalizability o£

findings

actual HRD interventions.
findings are
subject

are

but success stories
casts

to

in so

representative

Industry reports indicate

of management

doubts

about

field experiments

and

A useful rule of thumb is that

generalizable only

studies

programs.

bias

training in

far that

the 48

of

actual

all

that the proportion

the studies

is not

unusual.

One would, however, expect to see more sales and clerical
training reports than actually appeared.
Fourth, multiple findings
treated as

individual

study could easily
the effect

sizes

from single

values.

be disproportionately
data.

studies were

Consequently, a

In larger

proportions of multiple findings

single

represented in

meta-analyses,

the

decrease; in relatively

small studies such as this one, they may be substantial.
Fifth, the

number of

variables

and categories

of

variables used in this study sometimes fractured the data
into unreliably
doubt on

small cell

some findings

from being answered.
performed

among

variable,

for

were

Analysis

variables
example,

differences because
Data

sizes.

of

This

and precluded

of variance could
or

to

the
test

radically

insufficient

distributions of a variable

to

condition cast

certain questions

categories
for

unequal

allow

not be
of

a

significant
cell

sizes.

examination

of

or a category of a variable
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over,

for

criteria.

Instance,

the

three

productivity

No interactions of criteria, design variables,

and context could reliably be studied.

Lack of data may

be a plausible explanation for some findings, notably the
indication that strength of training increased with time.
This finding is certainly counter-intuitive
of

reasons.

It

diminishes with
they forget

how

is

time.
to

well-established
People

do

forget

things

for a number
that

recall

about things

if practice

or

and

update

schedules are not in place.

Certain

knowledge or skills

may cease

as jobs

evolve and

change.

to be

important

Given the

the likelihood

weight of

that

stronger as time

evidence to

training

goes by is

effects

actually

not great.

demands

the contrary,

The

become

finding is

probably an artifact of data distribution.
Sixth, a major weakness of meta-analysis and also of
this study centers on
(1961) noted
selecting

that

coding the studies.

there

substantive

meta-analysis.

is

no

cookbook

variables

In the present

in

taken to

language guide coding

(The reader is referred to Chapter III.)

instance, programs were coded as safety
described

supervisory

to

coding

for

operational definitions

that would in their specificity of

were

et al.

approach

study, care was

extract from training literature

decisions.

Glass

as

"designed

personnel, and

for
correct

For

training if they

either

operative or

safety

procedures
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[were] demonstrated or discussed" (Tracey,
Not all

subclassifications

of

all

1971, p. 27).

variables

were

so

clear-cut, however.
To

discriminate

objectives,

for

between

example,

description provided

by

determination based
When the

theory

"to do"

or

"to

During the
twice

question.

On

One

actually took

almost

Controlling the

The

reliability
explicit

words as

objectives.

made

for

by

the

a

by

interpret

of meta-analyses,
of

analysis.

this

matter of

definitions

in

study

to describe what

further

introduced

may be

components

is working
program

meta-analyst must

surely

operational

for

training

was

attributes

error

"to

skills

she selected the words
place.

know" or

the meta-analyst

interpretation

a

there.

was coded

hand, such

actual

the

and making

"to

program

the other

the

categorize

is

such as
the

skills

appearing

perform" signalled

from

author as he or

Error

words

coding process,

removed

again to

the language

of ...,"

knowledge objective.

and
locating

the study author

on

author used

examine a

knowledge
required

process.

inter-coder
clear

variables,

and
and

adherence to decision rules implied by the definitions.
A complete

list of

coding

for the

subject studies

is

included as Appendix E.
Finally, this

study

definition of productivity.

may suffer

from

too broad

a

Practitioners in the field
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could be misled Li
this broad
over

single

continues.
hinge

on

they took findings out

definition.
and
The

As

multiple

problems

lack

noted In

of

of context of

Chapter I,

Indices

of

debate

productivity

of

research

in

commonly

accepted

definitions

productivity
and

measurements of productivity (Guzzo & Bondy, 1983).
An illustration drawn from the subject studies is in
order.

Consider

the

following

examples

productivity indices taken from the
patient care

in a

nursing home

of

actual

studies:

quality of

measured by

supervisor

rating, resignation rates for the subordinates of trained
versus untrained supervisors, production rates, length of
stay for patients in a mental institution whose staff was
trained, rate of errors In tax

forms prepared by trained

versus untrained 1RS agents, earnings increases over time
for managers in development programs, percent of observed
acts performed
The variety

safely

of methods

in

a manufacturing

of measurement

criteria involved in these studies have
a "productivity" construct
unusual, if not

unique.

complicated

at

by

approaches:
subsequently

evaluated;

typical

those

being
times

subordinates of trainees is examined and
indicator

of

"productivity."

challenged as

in the

two

other

various

been lumped into

which could be
Measurement

least

sometimes

environment.

and the

studies is

but

different

trained
the

are

behavior

of

taken to be the

(Perhaps

this

mixed
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approach to measurement could be clarified by the ecology
model of training

In a

word,

effectiveness offered earlier

the

given definition

of

which underlies this meta-analysis may

productivity

be too inclusive.

A more commonly-accepted description of the
training

programs

improvement."

might

Because

simply

identified the

subject studies
their

made

up

goals of the

be

the investigators

that

(and

in this

"performance
who originally

the other

investigations)

chose

studies

to

define

"productivity" so broadly, the present study suffers from
possible misconceptions about the application of findings
to more narrow productivity improvement efforts.
Implications and Recommendations
The stated
relationships

purpose of
among

contingencies, and
suggest ways
guide

evaluation.

On

was to

variables,

identify

organization

multiple productivity measures and to

in which

effective

this study

training

the relationships

training

design

a methodological

and
level,

discovered can
useful

program

the study

was

designed to test the efficacy of meta-analysis as a means
of collating training

results from multiple

ordering them in

a comprehensible whole.

implications and

recommendations derive

studies and
The following

from the

study

findings and the purposes for the investigation.
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Training has been shown to be
for

improving

worker

organization contexts,
criteria.

a potent intervention

productivity
worker

Training professionals

programs can contribute
organization
training.

as

well

to the
as

Conversely,

reaping gains

to

and

the

multiple

productivity

can expect
goals of

that their

the sponsoring

recipients

sponsoring

from current

across

types,

of

organizations

training

programs aimed

the
not
at

improving worker productivity are justified in asking why

Certain

training

parameters

strong training effects.

Although

about

these

peculiarities

of

are

associated

parameters

contexts and with various employees, there
evidence

that

knowledge

with

many questions remain

objectives

in

various

appears to be

and

information

processing methods are Important components of successful
training interventions for productivity improvement.
More research into

the interplay

of design

and context

variables, along with high-quality

publication of future

field experiments,

to

can contribute

true relationships among
of relationships

knowledge of

these factors.

can come

better design,

the

With knowledge
delivery, and

follow-up.
Meta-analys is is useful as a
HRD findings.
inductive

method for integrating

Thoughtfully applied,

thinking

about

training

it can
issues.

facilitate
It can.
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therefore, be helpful
in turn,

spawn

in theory development

further

deductive

which will,

investigations.

It

allows disparate findings to accumulate along a continuum
until

similarities

heap,

anomalies

separate,

and

a

pattern emerges.
Meta-analysis may also be useful as

a yardstick for

estimating return on a training investment.
of an

HRD

practitioner,

already exists
for

at the

estimating

what

organization" (Bove,
application

of

"You

take

In the words

that

beginning— at the

figure

the

payoffs

might

1986,

p. 36).

For

meta-analytic

that

starting point
be

to

the

this sort

findings

to

of

become

commonplace, many more such studies will be required.
Quality of study reports in
is essential but
to be most

effective.

should

presented,

be

deviations of
test

number

of

and

(whether
and

for meta-analysis

statistical information

including

values

subjects,

information.
should be

Detailed

experimental

statistic

the training literature

currently inadequate,

means

and

standard

control groups,
significant

complete

training

actual

or

not),
program

A taxonomy for training program description

developed for

use

as a

checklist for

those

preparing manuscripts for publication.
Quality of reporting is but a portion of the quality
of research

needed

in

the training

field.

Certainly

quality of design and interpretation are necessary, too.
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This study raised many potential research questions;
testing effectiveness of external

and Internal trainers,

job analysis approaches to testing effectiveness of human
relations

training,

and

longitudinal

enduring

effects

of

training

improvements, to name a few.

tests

on

of

the

productivity

Continued Investigation is

essential to fuel Improvements In practice.
Students of productivity must construct a commonlyaccepted definition

of

confusion such as that
study will reign.

the

term.

Otherwise

potential

surrounding the findings

A more narrow

of this

definition than the one

underlying the present study is likely to emerge.
Finally, future productivity studies should focus on
improved

measurement

techniques.

differ substantially from
are

presently

mixed

Objective

measures

subjective measures,

but both

as

measures

Measures of trainee behavior or

developed and

The model

presented

in

productivity.

Improved performance and

measures of subordinates' behavior
be distinguished.

of

or performance should

of training
Chapter

provides a framework for a measurement

effectiveness

II of

this

study

typology based on

constituent goals.
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Appendix A
Application of Cooper's Guidelines
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Application of Cooper's Guidelines

1.

Problem Formulation

a. "Training and
instruction" defined as "an
organizational practice
whereby employees are
educated with regard to
specific skills deemed
central to their jobs."
b. "Productivity" defined
as one of three outcome
measures:
output,
with
drawal,
disruption
(a
condensation of
the
14
outcome
measures in the
original studies; used by
Guzzo and Bondy,
1983, and
by
Guzzo,
Jette,
and
Katzell, 1985.)
c.
Study details to be
examined :
time
lapse
between
training end and
criterion measurement; use
of comparison groups.
d. Aspects of training to
be
examined:
training
method, training objective,
training
type,
delivery
system, trainer, management
involvement.
e. Organizational context
variables to be examined:
organization size, organ
ization type, worker type.

2.

Data Collection

This review uses studies
selected by previous re
searchers. Sources will be
reported.

3.

Evaluation of Data

Studies will not be
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weighted. All findings
will
be
reported
for
analysis.
Missing
data
will be noted.
4.

Analysis; Data
Interpretation

Meta-analysis procedures
will be reported as used.

5.

Public Presentation

Separate analyses on
variables of interest will
be performed. Procedural
detail will be reported to
ensure replicability.
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Glass's Procedures for Calculating Effect Sizes
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Glass's Procedures For Calculating
Effect Sizes

Reported by
Investigator

Means and standard
deviations for
experimental and
control groups

Calculation

(Where
« effect size
Xg « mean, experimental

Strai^tforvard calculation;
some statisticians argue for
corrections or alternatives;
needed data not always
reported

Xg » mean, control group
S

t-value (or F-value)

* SD, control group)

I - tVl/ng + 1/^g
(where t and F are test
statistics, F = t*
ttg = experimental group sizi
n

Significant findings at
an alpha-level

« control group size)

Â " ^l/Og + i/n^
(where Z » the normal
deviate corresponding to the
level of significance
reported: ng and n^ as above)

Must assume homogeneous
variances; estimator is
positively biased for n < 20;
biased < 10% for n > 20
(Hedges, 1979, cited in Glass
et al., 1981); test statistics
not always reported when
results are non-significant

A rough approximation of
actual findings; necessarily
excludes any non-significant

Note: Glass also provides procedures for deriving effect sizes from other reported
statistics and conditions. These were not required in the present analysis.
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Five Meta-Analysis Methods
Drawn from Bangert-Drowns

Method
(proponent)

Scientific
Criticism

Purpose

(1) Evaluate
treatment and

Consideration of
Study Features

Representation of
Treatment Effect

Analysis

(1)

Effect size =

...

Very important

(2) No pre-selection
on a priori quality
(2) Study method
of research and
taxonomy employed
by workers in field
Literature
(Kulik)

Describe most
accurate represen
tation of studies'
findings

(Rosenthal)

(1) Estimate a
reliable treatment
effect amd provide
some measure of its
reliability

*^C
Sc

(3) Multiple
representation
(1)

Important

(2) Selective - uses
only quality studies
(3) No multiple
representation

Combined
Probability

^E

(1)

Not important

(2) Leaves selection
up to reviewer

(1)

Effect size

Study

(2) Report separate
findings if dependent
measures gauge
different constructs

^cum '

Vn

Study or
Subject
depending

,
tics used

(2) Focus on wide
generalizability
ij.

Analysis
using tests
of homoge-

Correct Glass and
estimate "true"
population effects

g“
(corrects bias when
N<10)

Subject

(2) Exclude multiple
representations

(Hedges)
Analysis
using esti
mates of
population
variance
(Hunter &
Schmidt)

(1) Diversity
accepted

Correct study
outcomes for
research artifacts
to produce best
estimates of
population
treatment effects

Includes all.
regardless of
methodological
quality

(1) Effect size d is
corrected by reliabil-

(2) Measures variance
and sampling error
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Appendix E
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